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Garage May Not Be Finished Until Jan.

by Paul Fitzgerald
According to Director of Physical
Plant Fred Pennino, two levels of

the new parking garage will beopen
sometime this week.
Towing of unstickeredvehicles on
campus is scheduled by Security to
begin this Wednesday at 8:00 a.m.
According to Security, two towtruck companies will be allowed to
go anywhere on campus and tow
unauthorized vehicles.
Estimates for the opening date of
the third and fourth levels of the
parking garage range from
Executive Vice President Frank
Campanula's one month estimate
to Carpenter Foreman Ray Bisson's
estimate of three to four months.
Bisson feels that it will take that
long to complete theramps.
Pennino gave thedate ofOctober
15 for the opening of the garage.
When Bisson was informed of this
estimate, he replied, "there's no way

in hell we'll be out of here before
three months."
When Campanella was told what
Bisson said, he was astonished, saying, "that's news to me, I rely on
what Fred (Pennino) said." Campanella expects an opening date
sometime in early October, as does
Pennino.
Owner of the company constructing the garage, Ed White, felt
completion wouldn't "take longer
than three months, but I can't be
pinned down to a date now."
According to Campanella, when
the first two levels are opened, when
the parking area behind the garage
now used by the construction company is used for parking, and when
cars without parking stickers are
towed or removed from campus,
there will be about the same number
of parking spaces available on
campus as there were last year. Pennino said that there are approx-

imately four times the number of
resident cars now on campus than
there are resident parking stickers
issued. These unauthorized cars, he
said, will be towed.
Plans for towing cars include a
two warning system, said Campanella. Notices will be put on the
windshields of cars, and cars entering the gate will be told by the attendant that they will be towed. Campanella said he wants to give people
as much warning as possible before
towing.
Plans for an addition to the garage are included in BC's five year
plan according to Pennino. No
action has yet been taken, said Pennino, to begin construction plans for
the garage addition. Pennino does
not think that BC will need the
additional garagespace.
While the first two levels of the
garage are not expected to be used
by students for another week, they
were used for the Saturday football
game. Special temporary safety
measures were taken. The decision
to open the garage for the football
game was not supported by Pennino. He said that "unless people

pressure me to open it, I don't think
it's a good idea. I'd just rather see it
closed." The Boston Building
Inspector gave his approval for the
Saturday occupancy and the
insurance policy for the garage was
in effect.

BC's new panting garage, which is scheduled to open partially within
the next week, may not be completely finished until next January
according to sources on the construction she. (Photo by Carl Ander-

son)

:

PIRG ToLead
by Karen Shire

After special temporary arrangements were made the lower two floors
of the garage were able to be used during Saturday's football game.
(Photo by Carl Anderson).

As a follow-up to the May 6
March on Washington, PIRGs
across the country as well as the BC
Chapter of Mass. PIRG (Public
Interest Research Group) are sponsoring an anti-nuclear proalternatives energy rally at Battery
Park Landfill next to the World
Trade Center in New York on Sunday.
The BC Chapter of PIRG will be
sending buses to the rally. Sign up
for a place on thebuses is next Monday to Wednesday in McElroy foyer

WEnSCTeaArvguyoitCosts

Tuition Hike Could Be $700
by John Greco
According to a UGBC cabinet

member, the co-chairperson of the
undergraduate government's Student Budget Committee, Nate Holt,
has roughly estimated the university's next tuition increase to be
$700. However, when asked to comment on the increase, Holt told
The Heights, "We just got the
budget guidelines last week and they
are necessarily ambiguous. We
don't have an estimate of the hike,
but that's not to say we don't know
there is a very serious problem,
because there is."
"Unless there are major changes
in the budget that we're working
with," explained Holt, "the tuition,
housing and food increases would
be, across the board, much higher
than we've seen in the past few
years. Of course we're looking for
the changes to make to reduce that.
We've been working on it since

April."
When asked about specific areas
within the budget which will require
work, UGBC president and cochairperson of the Student Budget
Committee Dan Cotter pointed to

The new garage is built almost
entirely of pre-cast cement blocks.
The buidling is shaped like a
parallelogram. Paul Gransaull, the
field engineerfor the garage felt this
shape has complicated and slowed
construction.

No-Nuke

from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. The
cost for the round trip transportation is $8. The buses will depart
promptly at 6:15 to make the
beginning of the rally at 11:00.
Buses should be returning between
11 and 12 p.m. Sunday night. PIRG
plans to arrangebus accomodations
for everyone interested in attending.
Consumer advocate Ralph Nadar
and former US Representative and
Chairperson of the National Commission on Women Bella Abzug are
among the nuclear opponent
speakers. From the scientific community, well known biologist and

environmentalist

Barry Commoner,

biologist and former chairperson of
the Atomic Energy Commission
John Goffman, and Noble Prize
winner in chemistry George Wald
will address the rally.
Also MUSE (Musicians United
for Safe Energy) performers will
provide musical entertainment for
the rally. Among theperformers are
Peter Tosh, Pete Seeger, Holly
Neer, Graham Nash, Bonnie Raitt,
Gil Scott Herone, and Jackson

energy consumption and costs. presented to, or discussed by the
(university) budget committee."
"There's room for significant savings in energy at Boston College if
Said Holt, "In terms of
you want to make a committment in administrative budget studies,
the form of a real conservation plan. which we have done, we really can't
So far we really haven't seen that comment on them until we get a
commitmentother than through the fuller review from the other people
Student Energy Commission." involved. We have six people on the
Cotter would like to see a building
continued on page 21
by building survey to determine
what steps can and should be taken
to reduce unnecessary energy consumption at BC.
Added Holt, "Energy conservation is a concrete way of reducing
expenses in the budget that's open to
all of us. It's going to require the
cooperation of every segment of the
community. Its necessarily a public
item and a matter of public discussion. I don't think there has been
enough attention to the problem of
energy waste before."
Holt went on to explain, "The
other areas that we've looked at for
reducing expenses or increasing
revenues are more difficult to talk
about because, while we've done a
lot of research ourselves, the bulk of
Nate Holt, one of the two student representatives on the University
it isn't completed yet. Even what
Budget Committee. (Photo by Suzy Coffay)
has been completed hasn't been

Rally

Browne. The rally will follow four
consecutive nights of safe-energy
benefit concerts at Madison Square
Garden which are being held to raise
funds for local anti-nuclear groups
throughout the country.
All 15 Massachusetts schools
with PIRG chapters will be bussing
students to the rally. Kirk Weinert,
the PIRG staff organizer for Boston
College, expects the rally "to be
larger than the Washington
demonstration." Weinert feels the
New York rally will "show that
Movement is not just a reaction to
the three-mile island incident, but a
real concern of many people." The
purpose of the rally is to show
"President Carter and Congress
that we need a more clear explanation of our position on nuclear
power," said Weinert.
Advertisement for the rally urges
people to "gather in New York City
to deliver a new, more precise
message: Phase Out and Shut Down
all operating reactors, halt new
plant licensing, and stop wasting
money on breeder reactors."
PIRG has been anti-nuclear, proalternative energy "since 1972,"
said Weinert. According to Tom
Barbera, BC PIRG member, "We
were anti-nuclear because of the
research we had done. We found
continued on page 9
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Monday,September 17
through
Sunday,September23

Monday
17

McElroy Lobby: Marines Career
Planning and Placement.
11:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m. Mass PIRG
in McElroy Lobby. Anti-Nuke
Concert tickets $8 and sign-ups for
issues.
4:00
5:00 p.m. Spanish Club
meeting in Carney 304.
4:00 5:00 p.m. Young Americans
for Freedom in Carney 4.
4:00 7:00 p.m. Community Council
in McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
4:30 6:00 p.m. ComputerAcademy
in Fulton 412.
6:30 8:00 p.m. Nursing Senate in
Cushing 335.
6:30
7:30 p.m. SOE Senate
meeting in Cushing 231.
6:30 9:30 p.m. Trouble Shooters
meeting in Murray Conference
7:00 p.m. Dance Company Auditions
will be held in Campion
Auditorium. Everyone with'lnterest
in dance is urged to come.
8:30 p.m. 12:00 a.m. SON '70's
style in Murray Conference Room.

-

-

-

mmuesday

\u25a0

18

McElroy Lobby: Marines Career
Placement.
8:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m. Inservice
Workshop in (Murray Conference
Room.
11:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m. Mass PIRG
in McElroy Lobby. Anti-Nuke concert tickets $8 and sign-ups for
issues.
2:00 4:00 p.m. Open House in
Women's Resource Center in
McElroy 213.
5:00 p.m. Student Energy
4:00
Commission meeting in Fulton 220.
4:15 5:00 p.m. UGBC Commuter
Committee meeting at Murray
House. Formulationof committees.
4:30 p.m. BC Sailing Club meeting
in Higgins 307. All experts and nonsailors are welcome.
5:30 p.m. The Scuba Club will meet
in Hillside A-45 to discuss the fall
dive schedule. For more information call John Sprague at 964-3376.

-

-

-

EVENTS

5:30 8:30 p.m. Campus Crusade in
McGuinn 226 and 223.
6:00 10:00 p.m. Student Judicial
Board in McGuinn 113.
7:00 p.m. Fulton Debating Society
organizational meeting in general
for students interested in participating in tournament and public
debate competition, and in particular for undergraduate, graduate
and law students who may wish to
compete in BC's Oct. 11 international debate against University
College Dublin's undefeated team
on the topic: "Resolved that conservation is the only solution to
America's energy problems."
McGuinn 504.
7:00 8:30 p.m. Students for Life in
McGuinn sth floor lounge.
7:00 8:30 p.m. Free University in
Higgins 307.
7:00 9:00 p.m. Children's Theatre
in Gasson 306.
7:00 -10:00 p.m. WZBC AM Training in Gasson 306.
7:30 p.m. Mass PIRG
organizational meeting in Murray
Conference Room. All are invited
to attend.
7:30 p.m. A Man For All Season,
part of the 7-part "Christianity in
the Cinema" series. Higgins 304, no
admission charge. Open to the
public.
8:00 p.m. Republican Club's
organizational meeting in Shaw
House. Guest speakers are Rep.
William Robinson and Tony
LaFuente (BC'80), candidate for
state representative. Everyone is
invited.

-

Wednesday
19
11:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m. Mass PIRG
in McElroy Lobby. Last day to get
anti-nuke tickets for $8 and sign-up
for issues.
3:45 5:45 p.m. LeCercle Francais
meeting in Gasson 209.
4:00
5:30 p.m. Marketing
Academy general meeting in Fulton
412.
4:30 5 JO p.m. Finance Academy in
Fulton 220.
4:30
6:00 p.m. Mass PIRG in
Murray Conference Room.
4:30 p.m. Italian Club meeting in
Mod 358. New members welcome.
5:00 8:00 p.m. Black Third World

-

-

-

-

-

Classifieds

Sitter: Occasional evenings. Walking
distance BC Call 566-2213
;
"
Babysitter wanted for 9 year old girl
for occasional evenings; also for Tuesday afternoons at 2:15. Short walking
distance from BC $2 an hour. Please
call 731-5422.

?

?-

Babysitter needed walking distance
from BC, own transportation
preferred, hours flexible, no smoking.
527-6701.
Wanted One or two students to help
serve and clean up at social dinner parties. Near BC - on car line. Call 2326263 after 6 p.m.

-

~

Silk Screen T-shirts, high profits complete instructions, send $5 to: A.8.M.,
Box 335, East Rutherford, New Jersey,
07073. Refund on first order of any

supplies.
?

????????????????

Babysitter with car for boy, 11, and
girl, 8. Tues. and/or Thurs. afternoon
from 1-5. Near BC Law. Call 244-2275.

Information for jobs listed below can be
obtained in the Student Employment
Office, Lyons Hall-Room 113. This is
only a sample of the listings received by
the office daily!
Notice: New jobs are posted every
single day throughout the year!

805t0n03413: Mail Room Messengersend out mail orders and be a
messenger between two offices. Some

heavy lifting ofmail involved. Open 9-5
work
at $3/hr.
to be an
administrative assistant to an
insurance agent. Must have excellent
math and verbal skills, a little typing
ability. 20 hrs./wk. primarily. Hours

- 20 hrs./wk,
Boston 03419: Grad Student 10-2 f0r54.50/hr.

in Higgins 304.
6:00 10:00 p.m. Student Judicial
Board in McGuinn 113.
7:30 9:00 p.m. SPUR, UGBC in
McGuinn sth floor lounge.
8:00 9:30 p.m. Armenian Club in
Gasson 204.

-

Thursday
20
-

11:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m. Mass PIRG
in McElroy Lobby. Sign up for issue
involvement.
4:00 6:30 p.m. Faculty Student
Relations in Gasson 100.
4:30
5:30 p.m. SOM Honors
Program general meeting in Fulton
200.
4:30 5:45 p.m. Association for
Women in Management (AWM)
first general meeting. Place to be
announced. Refreshments will be
served.
5:00 7:00 p.m. Circle X in Murray
ConferenceRoom.
5:15 p.m. Ping Pong Club first
meeting of the team and club at the
field house balcony in the Complex.
Players of all skills invited.
6:00 10:00 p.m. Student Judicial
Board in McGuinn 113.
6:00 p.m. Haley House, BC's center
for social action, welcomes all to
our Open House/Associates Pot
Luck Dinner. The associates
program is designed for those
interested in keeping informed
about and/or active in ongoing
programs at the House, including
World Hunger, energy concerns,
and women's issues. After dinner,
stay for a brief introduction to
Haley House and to the Associates
Program. Hope to see you there.
7:00
9:00 p.m. Black Student
Forum in McGuinn sth floor
lounge.
7:00 8:30 p.m. SNEA meeting in
Campion 107.Teacher andtheLaw.
Speaker to be Frank Sahl. New
members welcome.
7:00 p.m. St. Gabriel's Monestary
Rape education seminar entitled
"Rape and Personal Safety." Sponsored by the BC Campus Police.
7:00
8:00 p.m. The Boston
Gentlemen, Boston College's new
men's singing octet general meeting
for all interested male singers.
7:30 p.m. Society for Advancement
of Management Seminar. Place to
be announced. Mr. John
McKiernan, director of the
Management Institute of Boston
College will speak about management consulting and venture capital.
8:30 10:00 p.m. Union Latina in
Campion 300.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Friday

Cambridge 03420: Assistant
Editor/ Researcher - some typing and
writing for business travel guides,
Hours flexible days. Salary is $3-4/hr

21

-

pet experience.
11:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m. Mass PIRG
Boston 03392: ON CALL ONLY - in McElroy Lobby.
Night telephone interviewers in
business/marketing areas. Hours s- 2:00 p.m. An Afternoon Tea for
9:30 on call at $3/hr - Major Corn- Graduate Students and University
pany!
Administrators will be held in
Chestnut Hill 03418: Dietary Aide
Philomatheia Hall.
Serving food near BC and kitchen help
at a nursing home. Saturday hours and
10:00 p.m. UGBC in
other days, especially the 3:30-7:30 7:00
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
shift. $2.90/hr to start.

-

;
HOUSEKEEPER/SITTER

-

wanted

woman to do light housework, cook
dinner for three and sit with two
elementary school children daily
approximately 3:00 to 6:30 p.m. near
Brookline Village. Prefer own car. Call
734-4374 after 6:30 p.m.

-

7:30 and 10:00 p.m. The Film Board
"Rebel Without a Cause"
in McGuinn Auditorium.

presents

-

9:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m. The Games at
O'Connell House. They just might
remind you why you like rock and
roll. Free admission.

,

eventscompiled by
eileen pearson
events deadlineis
Spm Thursday

Saturday22 Sunday23

7:30 and 10:00 p.m. The Film Board Sunday 1:00 p.m. The U.S. Box
"Rebel Without a Cause" Lacrosse Team vs. The Canadian
in McGuinn Auditorium.
Team at McHugh Forum.
7:30 p.m. The Film Board presents
"Rebel Without a Cause" in the
Barry Art Pavilion.
9:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m. Listen to the 9:00 p.m. Travel through old
Rock and Roll Allstars playing London with Fagin and his pickrhythm and blues from the '50's to pocket gang in the delightful story
the present day. Free admission at: Oliver! Free admission at O'Connell
O'Connell House.
House.
presents

-

Announcements
Attention all Goalies: Second
year intramural ice hockey team
seeks experienced goaliefor upcoming season. Must provide own
equipment. Sign up in Student
Programs and Resources in
McElroy 141.
On Sunday, September 23 at 1:00
p.m. The U.S. Box Lacrosse Team
vs. The Canadian Team at McHugh
Forum.
Concerned about nuclear power?
Meet with others who share that
concern and let's decidehow to best
act on it. Everyone is welcome on
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at Haley
House.
Interested in lobbying, research,
working with lawyers, health
advocates and nutritional experts?
Join Mass PIRG. Our
organizational meeting will be on
Tuesday, September 18 at 7:30 in
Murray Conference Room and
Wednesday, September 19 (commuters are especially encouraged to
attend this meeting) at 4:30 in
Murray Conference Room. All
invited.
There will be a Student Energy
Commission meeting this Tuesday,
September 18 in Fulton 220 at 4:30
instead of the originally scheduled
4:00. All new members are welcome
including those who signed up on
the Dustbowl but missed the first
meeting.
To any Boston College women
who would like to play Rugby, BC's
first team is now organizing. If
you're interested in playing - contact the Women's Resource Center
for more information. Practices
starting this week.
The Council for Exceptional
Children invites you to take part in
our yearly activities. CEC is a
nationwide organizationwith a local
chapter here at Boston College.
CEC works very closely with the"
Campus School for handicapped
children located in Roberts Center.
Our activities are numerous, our
most popular ones being the Big
Brother Big Sister Program and
the Spring Carnival. Anyone
interested in working and having
fun with us is invited to attend our
meetings or stop in our office 835
located in Carney Hall. For more
information, look in the Heights for
the date and time of our meetings.
We the staff of the Black and
Third World Studies Library would
like to extend an open invitation to
you to spend an evening with
Boston's Mayoral Candidates. The
event will take place Wednesday,
September 19 at 5:30 p.m. in
Higgins Auditorium. We look
forward to seeing you there.
The Tutorial Program needs you!
Any student who would like to tutor
a fellow student please come to
Gasson 108. The only requirement
is a 3.0 GPA. Tutors are needed in
all areas.
Students interested in applying
for Rhodes and Marshall
scholarships should see Professor

-

Folkard in Gasson 111 at their
earliest convenience.
Students interested in applying
for Fulbright and Danforth
scholarships should see Professor
Flagg in Carney 348 at their earliest
convenience.
The Boston College Campus
Police will be presenting a series of
seminars on "Rape and Personal
Safety" for the Boston College
Community on the following dates.
September 13 at 7:00 p.m. in Barry
Art Wing Auditorium. September
16 at 7:00 p.m. in Phelps Hall
Lounge first floor. September-20 at
7:00 p.m. in St. Gabriel's
Monastery. September 25 at 7:00
p.m. in Cheverus Lounge. These
seminars will be presented by the
Boston College Rape Prevention
and Investigation Unit and are open
to the Boston College community
and their guests. We hope you will
be able to join us.
The Gay/Lesbian Concern Group
will hold its all-important first
meeting of the year on Thursday,
September 20 at 8:00 p.m. at Haley
House, 314 Hammond Street. Being
gay at BC has never been more fun!
For information call Kevin at 661-4059.
Union Latina first general
meeting and elections will be on
Thursday, September 20. Time and
place to be announced.
The Department of Theology is
sponsoring the following lecture by
Professor Mitchell Dahood, S.J., of
the Pontificial Biblical Institute,
Rome, on September 27 on"The
Canaanite Connection: The Bearing
of the Ebla Tablets on the Old
Testament." Gasson 100 at 8:00
p.m.
An importantmeeting for all PreLaw students will be held on
Wednesday, September 19 -in
McGuinn Auditorium at 4:30 p.m.
All university pre-law advisors will
be present along with representatives from the Dean's Office,
Boston College Law School Admissions Office and the Career Planning and Placement Office.
An intensivereview course for this
year's LSAT will be offered by the
University Counseling Services
under the supervision of John P.
Hennessy, Jr., Staff Psychologist,
Pre-Law Advisor. September 17,
20, 24, 25, 26 from 4:30 6:30 p.m.
McGuinn Auditorium. Cost is
$7.00. Sign up at the Arts and
Sciences Counseling Office, Gasson
108 from September 7 through
September 17.
Seniors: The new recruiting
procedures and job hunting techniques will be explained on Tuesday,
September 18th at 4:00 in Fulton
214. Contact Career Planning and
Placement for further information,
X3430.
New York Times/Boston Globe
news service
Richard Clancey,
manger. Information line is 964-3399.
continued on page 22
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RAB Studies Survey

options and seeking opinions on "bump" resident upperclassmen in
Maini
Members of the Resident feasible solutions to the problem of next spring's housing lottery. At the
Advisory Board subcommittee on BC having too few beds to meet the time of their acceptance into
University Housing, the classes of
increasing number of requests for
housing research, a student com-

by Ann

mittee, are still processing the
results of the housing research
questionnaire that was mailed to
resident students during the
summer.
The purpose of the resident student questionnaire was to provide
for a basis for any upcoming decisions on the housing issue and to
receive feedback from those who
may possibly be affected by these
decisions.
BC juniors Jayne Turner and
Patty O'Malley, two members of
the Student Committee on housing
research, said that the committee's
recommendations would be passed
on to Dr. Campanella and become
accessible to the BC community
within a month. According to
Turner, "Communication with
those affected by housing decisions
will be as good as possible once
decisions are made."
The research committee has
devoted a good portion of the last
six months to researching various

on-campus housing.
In addition to drafting and distributing the housing research
questionnaire, the committee
members spoke to several directors
of special interest groups such as
foreign, transfer, and minority students. Also surveyed were faculty,
administration, and Jesuits.
After speaking with the various
directors, Turner and O'Malley felt
that they all expressed "a lot of concern about students." She added,
"the administrators realizethat they
are dealing with people."
Although theresearch committee
has been assimilating and reviewing
data and opinions, they declined
comment on initial ideas concerning
their upcoming recommendations
based on their current knowledge.
Turner stated, "The committee isn't
pre-supposing anything except that
there is a severe housing shortage
and something has to be done."
Dr. Campanella has indicated
that BC will inevitably be forced to
__\u25a0

1981 and 1982 were not promised
housing for four years.
Unfortunately no definite plan of
action is ready now. The students on
the Resident Advisory Board Subcommittee on housing research are
working to provide some viable
solutions to the housing shortage.
Turner remarked, "The committee has worked hard. We have
collected a lot of information." She
added, "We don't want any surprises to spring up, as has happened
in the past."
on-campus

CPPC Plans Senior Workshops
by Marjorie Pallone

The Career Planning and Placement Center (CPPC) is conducting
counseling services and orientation
workshops to assist undergraduates
and alumni in planning their
careers.
Counseling in CPPC offers
individual and group counseling, job
hunting techniques, resume
preparation, business letter writing.,
job market research, interview
preparation, paraprofessional
advisement, and professional
counseling to the Boston College
Community.

CPPC Assistant Director
Theresa Riley is planning campus
recruitment workshops on
September 17, 18 and 20. In conjunction with the School of
Management, CPPC will be conducting an orientation workshop on
September 18. Workshop presentations will include resume preparation, and interview techniques.
Businesses interested in recruiting
SOM students will begin visits to
BC in October.
BC's Career Planning and

Pine Manor off-campus housing, (photo by Tom Schneider)

Representatives from various law
and business schools will be visiting
BC. Over 30 law schools will be
represented on November Ist, and
over 20 business schools will be
represented on November 2nd. No
appointments are necessary to
attend.
The Outreach Program, a
program that gives BC alumni the
chance to come and speak with students about jobs and careers will be
co-sponsored this year by CPPC
and the Alumni Association. Each
program will be video-taped and
placed in the CPPC library for
future reference. Also planned are
programs on "Careers in Computer
Science," "Banking Careers,"
"Careers in Marketing" and
"Careers in Public Relations."

According to CPPC Career
Advisor Linda Prusinowski,
graduate schools that will be visitng
BC in October include Perm State
Business School, Cornell Law
School, Harvard Business School
and Dartmouth.
Also in October CPPC and the
departments of the four
undergraduate schools of BC will
hold meetings for seniors to help
prepare them for future careers.
Previously, each school held one
meeting. Prusinowski feels that
holding departmental meetings this
year will be more "personal." She
said that these meetings are not
meant for underclassmen, but "we
greatly encourage undergraduates
to come into our office. We'd prefer
continuedon page 21

Placement Office.

?Minority? Now ?AHANA?
by Susan

Schaffrick

AHANA (African, Hispanic,
Asian, Native American) Students t
of Boston College is the title replacing "Minority Students of BC" in
the UGBC office, said Alfred
Feliciano, UGBC Executive Assistant for Minority Affairs. This
change took effect on Friday,
September 13.
"Minority is taken as a down
grade," said Feliciano. "It affects
how the student evolves in the
university."

The foreign and Black students at
Boston College are "apathetic,"
said Feliciano, "because they don't
want to be involved with minority
identified organizations.
"It is really absurd that foreign
students are dubbed 'minority' when
they come from a country where
they're a majority," explained
Feliciano in representation of the
feelings of the minority faction at
BC.
Felicianofeels that the alternative
name AHANA will gain "more
prestige for students and will
eliminate stereotyping by other
students."
Feliciano's next move is to meet
with the administrationand attempt
to institute this title change on a
university-wide scale. Similar
attempts at such a change have been
made in the past to no avail.
Feliciano feels, however, that the
support of the university is presently
strong enough to completely
eliminate the use of the "Minority"
title.
"Students are enthusiastic and
have offered to start petitions," said
Feliciano.. Furthermore, Donald
Brown, Director of Minority Student Programming, Cheryll Guiles,

-

Assistant University Chaplain, and
James Scannell, director of admissions, are among administrative
supporters of this title change on a
university level, Feliciano reported.
To aid in the promotion of this

change, "AHANA" T-shirts will be
sold on Friday. The shirts are
designed with a sun on the front,
symbolizing the unification of all
children.
Some of BC's over-twenty crowd line the bar during the campua pub's
opening happy hour last Friday In alumni hall. (Photo by Mary O'Keeffe)

Voices from the Dustbowl
by Rachel

Turcotte and Sue Jerome

Do you think BC police should carry hand guns?

-

-

Mark Riley '80 A&S "/ think that
the way things are today, with people who would take somebody's life
at the drop of a hat, they should
have some way to protect
themselves and the people at BC.
Basically, I think they would have
them to protect themselves."

-

Lisa Viggiano '83 A&S "/ guess it
would make me feel more secure,
but I wouldn't like to see them misuse them. I wouldn't want to see
them use them unless it was a
serious situation. We are near a
large city, and there's a high crime
rate. Just because you'rein a suburb
doesn't mean that it's safe."

Bob Debois '83; John Bagley '83
A&S; Charles Miller *83 A&S (left
to right) "No. Because something
accidently might happen. I don't
think there's too much troublegoing
on on campus. This isn't a war, this
is school. This isn't street life."

-

,

'

-

Betsy Sykes '83 A&S 'Wo. / don't
think it will be necessary on
campus. I don't think we have too

hardened criminals on
campus. Their uniform and
presence is enough. We're not living
in New York City."
many
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editorials

Keeping The Pressure On
From all the early signs, it is evident that
Boston College is gearing up for what may be the
largest tuition increase in the university's history.
Knowledgeable sources are tossing around figures
as high as $700 for next year's tuition hike alone.
With all of this in the foreground, some remarks
which University Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella made to The Heights last June are
particularly unsettling.
Campanella talked about (see The Heights,
June 11, 1979) "this annual ritual, this penitential
rite of students and administrators and faculty
getting all hot and bothered and concerned about
changes in tuition." Campanula's point was that
students' protests against tuition increases in
recent years have been irresponsible, futile, and
meaningless since tuition has to go up no matter
what.
Campanella's remarks show a basic misunderstanding, or perhaps a warping, on his part concerning the purposes and intentions of students
who work to prevent and protest the university's
attempts to raise tuition above a level which the
students see as reasonable and justified. Campanella portrays protest organizers as irresponsible oversimplifiers who have no concept of the
consequences of inflation.
The fact of the matter is that the most recent
student protests have formally recognized that
tuition must go up some, while the impetus of the
protests has focused on encouraging the university to eliminate wasteful, extravagant, or

unnecessary expenditures. Of course the
university administration annually answers that
there is no faf'in the new budget, although in the
following year they themselves will talk about
"tighter budgeting" for thefuture.
The fact that inflation necessitates rising tuition costs does not, as Dr. Campanella might
have us believe, negate the real value of students
speaking very loudly and clearly to be sure that
there own interests are not forgotten. Campanella
would surely appreciate a student body which is
silent enough and apathetic enough to swallow
large tuition increases without a peep. But unless
the voice of the students is attentatively heard,
and unless the pressure of student demands is
constantly felt, the university will surely lose its
incentive to minimize tuition increases and the
"padding" of budgets will become that much
easier.

For more than seven years, public interest
groups such as Mass. PIRG, realizing the dangers
of radiation exposure, have consistently
researched and promulgated' the hazards of
nuclear power as an energy source. The partial
meltdown of the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor aroused the fear of radiation exposure
worldwide. Following the Pennsylvania
catastrophe, thousands of people reacted to the
Carter administration's ambiguous reassurances
of nuclear power safety by demonstrating their
concerns in a concatenation of anti-nuclear
protests. The May 6 March on Washington which
brought over 100,000 concerned citizens together
was a reaction to the addled events at the Three
Mile Island Plant.

Since then, the work of nuclear opponents has
been unabating. What has coalesced in the past
four months is a cohesive movement concerned
enough about the precariousness of a nuclear
future to practice acts of civil disobedienceand to
protest against and intervene in the continued
operation and building of nuclear reactors.
The anti-nuclear movement is no longer a
reaction to Three Mile Island but an affirmed
opposition to the use and proliferation of nuclear
power.
The Heights is very concerned about the uncertainty of a nuclear future and we support and plan
to take part in the Mass. PIRG sponsored AntiNuclear Demonstration next Sunday in New
York City.

-

Yes, we understand that tuition is going to have
go up next year due to inflation. Nevertheless,
UGBC, The Heights, and other student leaders
must work extremely hard to ensure that every
spare dollar is trimmed from next year's budget.
If these student groups fail, a most important
voice that of the tuition payers
will go
unheard.
Demonstrations and protests against large tuition hikes are by no means irresponsible. On the
contrary, they are among the most responsible
actions students have taken in recent years.
to

-

-
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Reader?s Forum
Oust Campy
To the Editor:
I was intrigued by the interview
with Dr. Frank Campanella which
appeared in the post-semester issue
of The Heights. I am, of course,
aware of The Heights' tendency to
distort the truth and make certain
people look like "bad guys." This
tendency must be taken with a grain
of salt. The Heights has always tried
to make Dr. Campanella look like
an ogre when, in fact, he was just
doing his job. But this latest interview, if it is an accurate representaiton of Dr. Campanella's
thoughts, casts a light on him which
should be carefully observed by all
Boston College students.
Everyone in his right mind
realizes that' inflation and other
necessary costs are constantly forcing tuition upward. But we cannot
stand idly by and let the administration and the Board of Trustees raise
tuition by unjustifiable amounts.
Dr. Campanella apparently feels
that the almost-annualtuitionbattle
is merely a game for the students
and their leaders to play with. Such
a condescending attitude is not
appropriate anywhere in the
administration of a university.
Maybe we should skip the tuition
battle this year and concentrate

instead on the ouster of Dr. Campanella. Then we will see how he
likes our games.
Sincerely,
Name withheld by request

Broaden

The

Song

To the Editor:
Don't you think it's about time
we revised the Boston College fight
song to include all people, not just
men? I mean c'mon, let'sbe serious,
"For here men are men and their
hearts are true?" Do you think
women have cardiovascular
problems? Our hearts are just as
true, if not truer, than any man's.
So how about this suggestion:
"Where People are People and their
hearts are true." Sure the BC fight
song could use a lot more help, but
at least with this little change fewer
women will choke the next time we
"sing our proud refrain."
Equally yours,

Maggie Cassella'B2 A&S
Kathy Lee'B2 A&S

Women?s Work
To the Editor:
Concerning the recent flood at

Cheverus, it sounds like something
that a woman would do.

Jimmy Oliver'B2 A&S

The next issue of The
Heights will announce
the winner of The
Heights "Longest
Commute" contest.
Deadline for entries is
tomorrow at 5-00 pm.
The prize:
a free tank ofgasoline.
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Guns: The Last Thing BC Security Needs

by Patrick

Carome

The members of the Boston College
Security force, by long-standing policy, do
not carry firearms. This is one of Boston
College's more wise and well-grounded
policies, and it is a policy which most definitely should remain unchanged. The fact that at
least some of BC's security officers are
themselves struggling with the idea of whether
or not they should be allowed to carry guns
does, I think, implore all of us to reflect upon
the value of an unarmed security force on the
campus of Boston College.
At the core of this issue is a single, vital
matter: safety, safety not only for the
urfiformed security officers, but safety for
every man and woman on the BC campus.
While placing guns in the hands of BC's men
in blue may indeed give them a greater sense
of personalsecurity, there is no doubt that a
BC campus with no guns on it is far safer than
a BC campus with guns on its, no matter who
holds them.

The vast majority of crime at BC consists
of vandalism, theft, and burglary committed
by either students or outsiders. BC is fortunate to be located in an area where lifethreatening crimes, with the unsettling exception of rape, do not occur with any regularity
or frequency. Depsite that exception, the
cases of crime in which a secruityguard's gun
could conceivably make a difference in saving
someone's life (including his or her own) are
extremely rare and in actuality probably nonexistent.
On the other hand, the conceivablecases in
which a security guard's gun could be a detriment to the safety of persons on the BC
campus are almost frightening. What would
happen if a BC secruity officer drewhis or her
gun during a tense student protest or
demonstration? Or if during a violent,
drunken brawl on lower campus an armed
officer decidedthat his last resort would be to
rely on his ultimateweapon. And what about
accidents or cases of mistaken identity. The

thought of a BC security guard asserting his
There is not a need for firearms at Boston
or her authority by means of a gun no College. The-rare
instances where a gun could
matter what the circumstances is a very
be ofany advantage in protecting the life of a
scary one indeed.
security officer, or anyone else, are far outThe act of supplying security officers with weighted
by cases where the presence of guns
firearms would have an intangible, yet no less could potentiallylead to disaster.
present and harmful, effect on the atmosphere
of Boston College. That effect would stem
To the best of my knowledge, no one's life
from the undeniablereality that guns can only has ever been lost at BC because a BC
enchance safety by threatening violence and security guard didn't have a gun. I wonder
can only be put to theirintended use by killing how many lives have been saved for that very

-

or maming.

same reason.

What We Must Have
by Kirk

Weinert

-

Demonstrations, lawsuits, teach-ins
under the weight of increasing public
pressure, the nuclear industry is reeling.
When 100,000 people shout with one voice,
"Shut Them Down," it hurts more than a
few eardrums in utility boardrooms.

Reflections On Ireland
Editors Note: Thefollowingstory
was submitted and written by Jack
Tierney. a senior at Boston College
who majors in English and Political
Science. Last semester (January '79
- June '79), Jack participated in a
"studies abroad" program at the
School of Irish Studies in Dublin,
Ireland. What follows are Jack's
own impressions and reflections
about Irelandand the Irish people.
by Jack Tierney
I had supposed that my readings
of James Joyce's works and Leon
Uris' Trinity were ample preparation for my first encounter with
Ireland. From thesebooks andfrom
many ga/ish St. Patrick's Day
images, I had formed the trite, often
callous, notions of Ireland as the
place where everyone drinks to the
health of the IRA and where the
tweed-clad simplefolk say "top o'
the mornin' to ya" as they walk to
daily mass. "All Generalizationsare
wrong," Oscar Wilde oncereported,
but my experiences in Ireland
unveiled for me which generalizations are understandable, and which
are not.
Of interest to me was the Irish
view of us Americans. One day in
the Trinity College cafeteria, some
students ordered me a pint of
Guiness and told of how much they,
relish playing the role of the awed,
easily-impressed Irish-Catholic in
front of the American tourists who
treat them accordingly. I learned
that these students have been
exposed to the type of American
who thinks that a meaningful trip is
one of Irish coffee, chumpy guffawing and loud, vacuous conversations
about Irish luck, Waterford crystal,
and the Blarney Stone. But I also
learned that the difference between
the sometimes obnoxious American
abroad and the hospitible, spontaneous American at home is easily
discernible. At any rate, they have a
good few jokes about us Americans
in Ireland. A withered and rather
comical old guy told me about a
Texan rancher who stopped at a
small Irish farm and, after two
minutes of tact and modesty, finally
broke down and told the Irish
farmer, "My ranch in Texas is so
huge, it takes six days just to
cross it by car," to which the Irish
farmer quickly replied, "Oh ya, /
had a car like that, too."
Dublin was my home for 4
months. It is known as a city, but
should be known as a big town, or
better yet, a state of mind. I can still
hear the singing at the annual
England-Ireland Rugby match, and
also the chatter when we stepped
into the snaguine din and glare at
O'Donahue's Pub. In Dublin there's
no such thing as bying your drink
only. You meet five people and the
rounds start, so you have six stouts.

But the image of pubs as dens for
half-stewed 'Harps' is distended out
of proportion, for if the Irish have
one weakness, it's their need for
sociability. Unlike us Americans or
the British, the Irish don't drink at
home, except on Christmas or
Easter. The Pub is the hub of Irish
social life, and although you may
have 5 stouts there, remember that
the constant Irish chat is better than
10 coffees (not the Irish kind,
either).

Every spring in Dublin there is a
grandagricultural fair on the Royal

All members of

Dublin Society's fairgrounds, to
which all the countryfolk come. The
'culchies' (tantamount to our 'hick')
are readily distinguished as they
trundle into the big city in families
of 7, 8, 9, the fathers and sons with
pants 3/4 way up the ankle, and
walkingwith the family gait. It was
a week of favorite Irish pastimes:
horses, auctions, pubs, who's dead,
who's still on the wagon, what's
wrong with Dublin now, and what
the hell is the government trying to
do to us?! The politicians were there
continued on page 20
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And in the wake of Three Mile Island,
revelations of high cancer rates in nuclear
workers, coverups in the death of Karen
Silkwood, and the insensitivity of the
government agencies and utilities, the need
to demonstrate popular concern is greater
than ever.
September 23, Battery Park, New York
City - the time, the place.
Ralph Nader, Bella Abzug, Barry Commoner, John Gofman, and more
the
speakers.
Jackson Browne, Bonnie Raitt, Graham
Nash, Peter Tosh, Gil Scott-Heron, John
Hall, PeteSeeger, and more the musicians.
Mass PIRG office, McElroy 118, $8
round trip for transportation how to get
there.
Phase Out and Shut Down all operating
reactors, halt new plant licensing, stop
wasting money on breeder reactors - what
we want.
What we must have.

-

-

-

Kirk Weinhert is a local Mass PIRG

organizer.
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Prof. Daly Leaves Controversy Behind
attending a course because of their
by Lisa Sergi
After a semester of controversy, race, sex, religion, age, marital or
the dispute between Professor Mary parental status, national origin,

handicap or ideology." While the
university claimed this policy was
being upheld, Prof. Daly insisted
that the university's actions were
purely "harassment" and restrictions of academic freedom.
Meetings between Prof. Daly, her
lawyer, the dean of the graduate
school of arts and sciences Donald
White, Chairman Daly and BC's
lawyers followed. These did little to
resolve the dispute.
Towards the end of the semester,
the administration sent an extensive, detailed statement to all
faculty members, which recounted
the events of the controversy "as the
university saw them." University
officials also requested that Prof.
Daly sign a statement which contained the administration's conclusions concerning six points which
were central to the dispute in order
classes.
to resolve the controversy once and
The university policy against dis- for all. Prof. Daly refused to sign
crimination "prohibits any faculty the statement "as a matter of conmember or student from acting so science."
as to discourage students from
University officials chose to
withold Prof. Daly's salary increment notice (usually distributed in
February) in an effort "to keep the
two issues (the increment notice and
the previous "harassment" conWRANGLER
troversy) separate."
li
J
i Last week, Prof. Daly told The
that she received her increment notice during the summer, and
signed and returned it. The
\u25a0had
increment,
she said, was "minimal,"
I
Starting
[and the university gave her "the
5
\u25a0»
ijJ
it at S5 95
Y.
RIDINGAWAREI. INC
jj(lowest possible evaluation." "Ac292 Boylston St., Boston_^*J
ft
tually," Daly noted, "I consider the
low increment a compliment,
Daly, renownedradical feminist and
Boston College theology teacher,
and the university administration
was never fully resolved. However,
it appears that both Prof. Daly and
the administration are presently
prepared to look to thefuture rather
than to dwell on the events of last
spring.
The trouble between Daly and the
administration began in January
when thre "visitors" (two women
and a priest) attended one of Prof.
Daly's graduate classes. A misunderstanding ensued which
prompted the "visitors" to file
letters of complaint with Theology
Dept. Chairman Robert Daly.
University officials used two of
these letters (the other one was
withdrawn the day after it was
written) as grounds for the monitering of several of Prof. Daly's
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FACULTY-STUDENT
SOCIAL

because it shows that I did not

knuckle under the harassment and

that I was unwilling to negotiate
unreasonable demands."
The university's evaluationis supposed to be based on three factors:
scholarship, teaching, and community service. But in evaluating
her, she held, the university "mentioned nothing about any
scholarship at all, including my
book which was released last
January and received extremely
positive reviews, and nothing about
my teaching. It was obvious that my
students' evaluations were never

consulted."

Prof. Daly believes that rather
than scholarship, teaching and community service, she was evaluated
on the basis of "performance of
bureaucratic detail and departmental paperwork." That is to say that
her evaluation was based on the fact
that she had not turned in a course
syllabus to the Theology Office and
that she had not submitted her
catalogue description on time
(though she had permission to
overstep the deadline)."The university officials obviously could not
find any substantive reason for a
minimal increment, so they had to
focus on ridiculous details," Prof.
Daly said.
Because she felt this way, Daly
enclosed a letter with her signed
increment notice which stated, in
essence, that the evaluation did not
represent her judgment of her own
work and that it "in no way conformed to the reality of the situation
and did not take into account the
major criterion of student evaluation."
Prof. Daly added that the
minimal increment and low evaluation must be seen "in context of
harassment." "It would appear,"
she said, "that the intent of the
university in witholding the increment and evaluation was to create
anxiety in the hope that I would
negotiate when there was really
nothing to negotiate." Prof. Daly
concluded that the issue was
"settled without compromise."
Chm. Robert Daly chose not to
discuss the increment notice, but he
reported that he and Prof. Daly had
met during the summer "in the hope
of establishingbetter means of communication for the future." Prof.
Daly had no comment on this
meeting, which according to Chm.
Daly was "friendly and amicable."
Chm. Daly stated also that the

dents who, Dalysaid, "realized that
women were being discouraged
classes again. He added that the from taking my courses, so they
situation is "settled in that, as things took action."
presently stand, neither side has
During registration, these stufurther differences to bring up." dents ran a Women's Studies InforDaly did say that he is not sure that mation Center in Prof. Daly's
all basic matters of principle are ful- ; office. "The work those women
ly agreed upon, but that the did," said Daly, "functioned to
differences in basic beliefs are make more students aware of my
"diversities which the university courses and give students a real
must and will tolerate out of respect choice." There are at present nearly
for academic freedom. It is only 40 women enrolled in Daly's Intro
when these differences result in class.
actions which are contrary to
Concerning the administration's
university policy that they cannot be current position, Prof. Dalv is as
wary as" she was last April when she
tolerated."
"I'm fairly confident that up to said, "The administration appears
now we've done all that has been to have backed off, at least for the
reasonably possible to work this moment, but surely it's not because
situation towards a peaceful conclu- of any commitment to academic
sion," Chm. Daly continued. "And freedom, as they claim. Rather,
I am referring to those on both sides they've backed down because
of the matter. We've discussed they've made themselves ridiculous
specific means to minimize friction, and they don't want any more bad
means of communication, means to publicity." For the immediate
keep potential complaints, etc., future, Prof. Daly remarked, "I will
from leading to misunderstanding, concentrate on my own scholarship,
exaggeration, or overreaction. On writing, and teaching, as I always
the whole, we've taken steps have. I have many new, excited, and
towards establishing a more con- interested students in all of my
structive, normal situation."
classes, and I expect a lot of
One of the effects of the univer- teaching and learning to take
sity's "harassment" and the subse- place."
quent publicity focused on Prof.
She concluded, "A university
Mary Daly has been a great increase should be a place where a scholar,
in the number of students in her such as myself, should be able to
classes, particularly the teach to her fullest capacity. This
undergraduate course Introduction has always been my intent, and I
to Feminist Ethics. Prof. Daly hope that I won't encounter any
attributes this increasemainly to the obstructions. This promises to be a
efforts of last semester's Intro stu- jgood year."
sent plans to moniter Mary Daly's

I

Scenic Newton campus. (Photo by Carl Anderson)
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Assistant Dean Of
Students Resigns

by Marjorie Pallone
Daniel Zailskas, assistant dean of students for five years, has
announced his resignation which will take effect within the next few
weeks as soon as a replacement is found for this position.
Zailskas, a former undergraduate at BC, will pursue a change of
careers after leavingBC.
Zailskas said the dean of students' office has been conducting interviews with several candidates. Following these interviews, two of these
people will be selectedfor university positions. One of the accepted applicants will fill Zailskas' administrative position, Assistant Dean of Students. The otherchosen candidate will fill a newly created position which
calls for a second Assistant Dean of Students.
The new. position entails working with the Student Judicial Board.
Zailskas pursued this work alongwith his adminsitrativetasks for a short
time. Now the administrativeportion of the job and the work to be done
with the Student Judicial Board are two separate jobs.

-

Canteen Soda 40*,
Heights Soda 25'
by Tom Gilroy
According to Director of Dining Services John Callahan, the rise in
soda prices in the Canteen vending machines on campus from 35 cents to
40 cents is to cover expensesrelated to the vending machines.

Callahan stated that any profits made from the vending machines are
applied to the overall budget of the dining service in order to compensate
for deficits in other food service areas.
Callahan cites the following expenses as determinants for the fortycent soda; food and beverage costs, machine investment, heat, lighting,
and power, repair and maintenance, reserve for replacement, area
installations, cost of carpeting, booths, tables and chairs in vending locations, and a variety of products requestedby students that may not cover
the cost of the equipment.
The Canteen Corporationis under contract with the University with an
exclusive right to dispense vended food and beverages according to
Callahan.*
The Heights sells sodafor 25 cents to break even.
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BC's Director of Dining Services John Callahan.

Faculty Senate Studies
Resident Student Life
by Donald Pinto

Last March, an Ad hoc committee was created by the A&S Faculty
Senate to determine whether dormitory conditions were "conducive to
studying".
Senate President Paul Doherty declined to discuss the results of the
study, but did say that the committee plans to recommend changes in
current dorm policies and stricter enforcement of existingregulations.
In addition to a number of resident assistants, the Senate Committee
on Dormitory Life spoke with Director of Housing Richard Collins,
Dean of Students Edward J. Hanrahan, S.J., and the various deans of the
college.
Based on this informal survey, an'interim report has been compiled
and released to the Administration and department chairpersons. The
committeehas not yet met this fall, but the final report is expected to be
released soon.
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Jesuit To Speak About Phillipines
by Karen Shire

The Cheverus flood In action...

KJ**j j*

11 j [i I
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The realities of a workingperson's
life in an Export Processing Zone
will be the subject of an informal
lunchtime lecture by Romeo
Villanuveau, S.J., a Jesuit priest this
Thursday at noon in Murray
Conference Room. Villanuveau
worked undercover in a Nuclear
Plant in the Phillipines.
An Export Processing Zone is an
area of land, set aside by the
Phillipine government for American
business interests. Businesses such
as Westinghouse which owns the
Nuclear Plant there, aquire theland
tax free and with virtually no
environmental restrictions.
Laborers are hired at extremely
low wages creating what Chaplain
Rosaria Salerno, a sponsor of the
program, called an "utter violation
of a fair market situation."
The nuclear power plant
Villanuveau laboured at, located 30
miles West of Manilla across the
Manilla Bay, has had 200 safety
problems documented by the Union
of Concerned Scientists.
Salerno felt the violation went
beyond the safety violations of the
plant to that of"the critical issue of
international structures."
According to Salerno, "644 million
American tax dollars are girding the

'

?

IJ

project (the nuclear powerplant) via
the export-importbank. Thisis really a business dealof Westinghouse."
Salerno continued to described the
"international structures" issue by
noting the "oppression and
exploitation" of the Phillipine people used to labor in plants such as
Westinghouse's in the Export
Processing Zone. Power from the
plant goes directly to American
bases in the Phillipines.
Seventy percent of the laborers
in the zone, she said, are women
being paid apprentice wages. It is
not just an energy issue Salerno
said, although energy is the focus.
She felt that many issues including
human rights and especially
women's rights were in blatant
violation in the Export Processing
Zone. This also makes it an issue of

international scope.
The Westinghouse plant
Villanuveau labored at is located 6
miles from an active volcano and
directly on an earthquake fault. It
has been built on what once was
"prime agricultural land" according
to Salerno.
Villanuveau is a member of the
Office of Construction and Importation. Salerno described him as
"one of a group of priests trying to
make known the oppression and
exploitationof thePhillipinepeople.
The lunch is being sponsored by
the Chaplaincy's office through
Salerno, Haley House and the BC
Chapter of Mass. PIRG. Gues\s
must bring their own bag lunch but
hot beverages and cookies will be
provided.

...and the aftermath. (Photo* by Mary O'Keeffe).
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PIRG Plans EPA

Recycling Program
continued from page I
that the effects of low-level radia-

tion wasn't what the NRC (Nuclear
Regulatory Commission) said it
was."
One well-received PIRG report
released last. August 7 studied "the
effect of radiation on nuclear power
plant workers," Weinert said.
According to Barbera, one of the
discoveries PIRG research had
made in the report was that the
Pilgrim nuclear plant in Plymouth
Massachusetts "had the worst
worker exposure rate in the
country." Scott Wegryn, a BC
PIRG member was actively
involved in this study.
PIRG's involvement in the antinuclear, pro-alternative energy
movement has largely been an
educational role. According to
Weinert, PIRG also co-sponsored
the May march on Washington.
Barbera said that nationally, PIRG
is sponsring a community based
anti-nuclear power, pro-alternative
energy week in November.
BC PIRG is planning to hold
teach-ins educating the Newton
Community on how they can
employ alternativeenergy sources in
their city. Weinert said that BC
PIRG is planning to work with the
City of Newton on developinga city
energy plan. One possiblity in
Newton, Weinert described, is the
use of several dams located in the
city to generate hydro-electric
power as a native resource of power.
Barbera said that PIRG will also
be interveningin the buildingof two
nuclear reactors, the Pilgrim II
reactor and the Seabrook reactor.
The Mass PIRG chapter at SMU
(S.Eastern Massachusetts University) is trying to block the purchase
of stock in Seabrook by the New
Bedford Gas and ElectricCompany.
The Massachusetts Municiple
Wholesale Electric Company,
which Weinert says
involves 30 cities, is also trying to
purchase stock in the Seabrook
Power Plant. Each MMWEC city
has to approve purchase of the stock
before it can be made. According to
Weinert, through the efforts of
PIRG, four of the cities havechosen
not to approve the purchase.
Besides PIRG's concentration on
stopping nuclear energy they have
also been doing research on hazardous wastes in the environment and
have been engaged in small claims
court reform.
According to Weinert, 20 communities in Massachusetts have had
their water supplies destroyed for at
least 20 years because of industrial
neglect. The problem in
Massachusetts, Weinert explained,
is that no one knows where all the
industrial dumps are that could
potentially contaminate water

I

.supplies.

PIRG is presently engaged in
researching the locations of
industrial dumps and plans to
introduce legislationregulating such
industrial negligence.
For the past five years, BC PIRG
has been running a Small Claims
Court Advisory Service. According*
to Barbera, "50% of the people who
win small claims court cases do not
get their money because there is no
effective mechanism for collection."
Barbera said the BC PIRG will be
doing docket research which will
involve researching individual court
cases and will compile a report on
their research identifying problem
areas in the process. Barbera hopes
to eventually propose legislation to
help rectify the deficiencies in the
Small Claims Court process.
On campus this year, PIRG will
be working closely with UGBC on a
community wide energy conservation program. They plan on setting
up a newspaper recycling program
on campus andalso an Environmental Protection Agency program for
recycling high grade paper, which
Barbara said would generate
revenues for the university. PIRG is
waiting for a response from Financial Vice-President John Smith to
start the EPA project.
BC PIRG plans to expand their
Small Claims Court Advisory Sercontinued on page 19
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Humanities Series Hosts Reston
by Karen

Director of BC's Humanities Series, Fr. Francis Sweeney, S.J. (Photo by
JimHardlman)

FreshmenYour register will be

Cammuso

The Boston College Humanities
Series has announced its program
for the fall. The series will sponsor
six events, all free and open to the
public.
James Reston will open the series
on Monday,September 24. Reston,
for many years the White House
reporter for the New York Times,
will speak on"The Prospects for
1980".
On October 11, Jacquelin
Grennan Wexler will discuss
"Professionalism and Parenting!'
Wexler retired last month as President of Hunter College in New
York City. She will be followed by
Rosemary Haughton, a British
theologian, who will speak on the
topic of "Christian Sexuality."
Daniel Berrigan, S.J., who had to
go underground during the Vietnam
War because of his anti-war
activism, will read a selection from
his poetry on Monday, October
29th. On Thursday, November 8,
Stephen Spender of London will

ready Tuesday through

read his poems. This is Mr. Spendor's fifth visit to Boston College.
Elliot Norton, Drama Critic for
the Boston Herald American, will
speak on Thursday, November 15,
to discuss the difference between
newspaper reviewing and literary
criticism of drama. Norton is the
Dean of Drama Critics in Boston
and is an honorary alumnus ot BC
Closing the fall Series will be
Peter Arnott, a specialist in Greek
and Roman drama, and the

Pallone

Cheverus dormitory was flooded
last Wednesday night at 11:30 pm
after a broken toilet in a third floor
triple room was tampered with. The
entire dormitory had to be
evacuated.
According to occupants of the
room Yvette Ortiz and Dolores
Cooper, a man who said he was sent
to fix their toilet caused the toilet to
overflow. At that time, Ortiz and

Students interested in government and public
affairs. Students who would like a voice in
determining public policy decisions. Interviews
will be held to discuss graduate studies at the

office between 10-4

SCHOOL OF URBAN AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS,
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY
on Tuesday, October 2, 1979
9:00 a.m. - Noon
from
in the Office of Placement Services.

_j>
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Each presentation will be held at
8 p.m. in McGuinn Auditorium,
except for Mr. Reston's speech
which will be in Roberts Center, and
Fr. Berrigan's reading, which will be
given in Gasson 100.

ToiletFloods Cheverus

by Marjorie

WANTED

Friday at the UGBC

chairman of the Drama Department
at Tufts University. Arnott will present a marionette performance of
This presenta[Antigone in English.
tion will be on Thursday,
November 29.

Cooper said the man called security
to help him shut off the flowing
water. Ortiz said it took security a
half hour to get to their room and
nearly a half hour longer to figure
out how to stop theflowing water. A
plumber didn't arrive until 1:00 am
to fix the toilet.
Director of Physical Plant Fred
Pennino claims that the flood
occurred when someone "who
didn't know what he or she was
doing took off the cap." Water
gushed out at "500 gallons per
minute," explained Pennino.
Water in the toilethad beenrunning, although not overflowing, since
Friday afternoon. Ortiz left a
message at 1:00 p.m. Friday afternoon for the third floor Resident
Assistant Kathy Kincade. Kincade
notified Physical Plant that afternoon at 4:00 p.m. when she received
the note after returning from
classes.
According to Cooper and Ortiz,
the RA was told that a plumber
could not be sent at that time since
he would have to be paid four hours
overtime regardless of how long the
repairs would take. Cooper and
Ortiz said that Kincade called to
have the toilet fixed several times at
the beginning of the week, but no
continued on page 16

The History of Boston College, co-ordinated by Fr. diaries Donovan, S.J.,
will discuss the evolution of the college and the educational ideals of St
IgnatiusLoyola to the Heights as it stands
instructors and topics for this fascinating series.
The history of Boston College, coordinatedby Fr. Charles Donovan, S.J.,
will discuss the evolution of the college from the educational ideals of St.
Ignatius Loyola to The Heights as it stands today. Below are the dates,
instructors and topics for this fascinating series. The first class will begin
with Fr. James Hennesey, September 26, 1979 discussing "St. Ignatius and

Education."

Fr. Hennesey, S.J., is an authority on American RomanCatholic History.
He has served in the history department at Fordham University and is
professor ofChurch History for our TheologyDepartment. He was formerly
rector of The Jesuity Community at Fordham and came to Boston College
after serving a term as President of The Jesuit School of Theology in
Chicago.
Fr. Charles Donovan, S.J. of the class of '33 founded the School of
Education in 1952 and has served as Dean of Faculties from 1961 to 1979.
Other lecturers will be profiled in the course booklet next month.
September 26
St. Ignatius and Education
Fr. James Hennesey, SJ.
October3
Jesuit Higher Education Europe, Georgetown
Fr. Paul A. FitzGerald, S.J.
October 10
Boston College:The 19thCentury
Fr. Charles Donovan
"October 17
The Move to Chestnut Hill
Fr. CharlesDonovan
October 24
Fr. Charles Donovan
Emergence as a University, 1929 1952
October31
Fr. Thomas Flemming
Governance and Administration, 1952-1980
Dr. John Mahoney
Departmentalization,Professionalization
November 7
November 14
Fr. Thomas O'Malley
Flowering of a University, 1952 - 1980
* All classes will be held in Higgins Auditorium, Room 304 with the exception of October 17,
which will be held in Fulton 412.
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Come speak with Coach Chlebek on the how's, why's and strategy ofThe
Boston College Football Eagles. Coach Chlebek will appear with his assistants and team members to give you the overall view of each game. Class
will meet the Thursday after each game, beginning with The Villanova
game.The first class meets Thursday, September 27, 1979 in Higgins 307 at
7:00 p.m. Please note there will be no class after the Stanford game. Class
will resume on October 1 lth after the Pittsburg game.
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BRA Planner David Trietsch Talks About
BC And Allston/Brighton

by Lisa Sergi

As the Boston Redevelopment
Authority's neighborhood planner
for the Allston-Brighton area,
David Trietsch has been closely
involved with Boston College's
recent community relations
including last spring's successfu
attempt by the people of Allston
Brighton to block BC's dormitor;
building variance in order to wir
several concessions from thi
univeristy.
interview with The Heights
last week, he offered the following
comments on various AUstonBrighton/university relationships:
Heights: What are some of the
effects that university expansion can
have upon the community, and, in
particular, what effect's has BC's
developmenthad upon its neighbors?
Trietsch: The expansion I've been
involved with at BC is basically the
new dormitory, the parking deck,
the theater building, and the library,
the major impact being that of the
dormitory and the parking deck.
When we asked BC to update their
master plan, the document they
gave us reflected a stable enrollment, which is nice, and which
reflects a national trend. Boston
University publicized their policy of
stabilizing as a great planning
effort, and I came back and told
them, "Well nice, but I really see it
as reactionary to what is happening
across the country anyhow." But
BC was pretty straightforward in
saying, "Well, it looks as though
our enrollment is going to stay the
same, but we can live with that and
we can builjj around it." And so,
with the construction of the new
dormitory, the agreement we had
with them was generally that it's
good. We like the concept because it
will bring more students on campus
and out of the residential community. Also, we were able to
negotiate on South St., which has
been a problem in that section of
Allston-Brighton for a long time,
and the negotiations were, 1 think,
very productive. I think that there
were major policy changes that BC
made, and we appreciate that they
weren't easy in coming and that
nobody's going into community
meetings volunteering to make
great changes when they're dealing
with a bureaucracyof BC's size. We
know it's not easy to do, and we
don't expect it. I think in the area of
physical development we made out
well, and so did BC. I'm excited
about that, which is not to say that I
don't think we need to keep very
close tabs on what happens to the
property on South St., and also to
keep up the liaison with BC and the
community, to keep those corn-

'We're trying to establish
a uniform taxing policy for
non-tax paying institutions.'

that could afford to buy an apartment building, BC would be up

there, and so would the other
universities. There may not be much
undeveloped land in Boston, but
there is developedland, and universities are among the groups that
have thekind of fiscal base that can
purchase this land. Harvard University in North Allston is probably the
most self-contained university in
Allston-Brighton, simply because
physically they bought an area
which is pretty much unto
themselves. Surrounded by major
roads, industry, they're on the river,
and they've built their campus> in
such a way that it faces theriverand
not the rest of the community.
Architecturally, and from a transportation viewpoint, it's
segregated, pretty much, from the

and it's an issue that the city as a
whole has been wrestling with for a
while. We're trying to establish a
uniform taxing policy for non-tax
paying institutions. I don't believe
that's finalized, and now the policy
is to negotiate on an individualbasis
with these different institutions. For
example, Harvard University pays
taxes on dormitory space, but not
on academic buildings or athletic
facilities. Other universities pay a
set "in lieu of" figure that is, I
believe, either figured out per capita
student or based on what the value
of the university buildings would be
if they were taxable. These neogtiations go back and forth. Do I think
that universities should be paying
taxes? I think they should probably
be paying something. However, I
also think that they could nrobahlv

been on the overall perception of the
neighborhood; just a very fragile
sort of think which is very hard to
define. I can't define it because it
changes over a period of time.
Heights: Do you mean how a
neighborhood views itself, or how
outsiders view the neighborhood?
Trietsch: Both, really. How it sees
itself, whether it sees itself as a local
community, a strong family community, if it looks around and constantly sees students all over the
place, if it sees itself as a transitory
community, youthful, a lot of elderly, ail those sort of things are put
together to get the image of the
neighborhood and how people start
feeling about it. Lucy Tempesta
(one of the leaders of the
Washington Heights Civic
Association) stood up at a meeting
not too long ago in regards to St.
Gabriels' and BC and said that she
grewup in Allston-Brighton and has
lived there for a long time and that
she grew up in a very strong residential community, but, as of late, she
feels as if she's living on-campus. I
think that's a very strong image,
and it's a very definite image, and it
means a wholelot to her. It's been a
real change, a real serious change,
and I think that it vocalizes what a
lot of people feel, though perhaps
not to that extreme,to say, "I'm living on-campus." There is a great
difference between the good old
days when people grew up in very
close knit family-orientated
neighborhoods and today, when
neighborhoods are a real mix,
different from street to street.
Heights: You mentioned students
having an effect on housing stock
Trietsch: Allston-Brightonfor the
last ten years has had one of the
lowest apartment vacancy rates in
the city. The last figures I've seen
had it at 2 to 3 %, while the overall
for the city was at 4 to 5%. Now,
those figures may not hold today,
though I tend to think they do, but
what I think is significant is the
ratio and the fact that we're consistently under the vacancy rate for
the city. What that does is to give an
investor, who wants to buy a house
and put students into it, a general
advantage over someone who wants
to buy a home and live in it.
Heights: Real estate speculators?
Trietsch: Right, speculators.
Let's say a couple wanted to buy a
home and live in it; they've £0_t_two
'Right now if you were to

...

-

David Trietsch at one oflast year's BC community meetings. (Photo by
Mary O'Keeffe).

Allston-Brighton neighborhood.
Harvard University has also learned
an important lesson the hard way in
Cambridge. They cannot turn
around in Cambridge right now
without getting chewed out. If they
lift a finger as if they're going to buy
another piece of land, they've got
every politician in the city jumping
down their throat. Because of this,
they know that their only chance for
expansion or development is in
Allston-Brighton, if they want to be
continuous to their main campus,
and along the Charles River, which
seems to be very important to them.
So, they've developed a very good
relationship with the AllstonBrighton community, and their
community relations office passes
things by the North Allston community before they do anything. So,
that works out pretty well, but it
was a lesson they learned in
Cambridge which has got them
working well with us in AllstonBrighton.
Boston University is another
story. BU has developed itself into a

large, linear campus. Because it is
munity meetings going. One thing lenear, there are limits to its size as,
which was very important to me practically speaking, there are only
which came out of those neogitaso many minutes between class
tions was an ongoing format to times, and students must be able to
maintain communications. For it to walk from one end of the campus to
have been a one-shot deal just the other. My problem, and I think
wouldn't have been good enough the community's problem with the
because five years from now we'd way BU is developing, concerns the
find ourselves in a similar position. lack of a housing policy. To my
We've really got to keep the feed- knowledge, BU does not have a
back going and keep the comhousing policy, including any terms
munications channels open.
about meeting the housing needs of
I Heights: Can you compare BC's their students on campus, terms of
expansion with that of other univernew aquisition and development, or
sities in the area, such as Harvard terms of really utilizing the existing
and BU?
property to meet housing needs.
?Trietsch: Absolutely. There are
Heights: How does university
in the policies of the expansion effect the tax rates in the
differences
school as well as their locations area?
within Allston-Brighton, but if you
Trietsch: Well, university expanwere to start naming organizations sion doesn't help the tax situation,

substitute services for taxes, in a
way that would be beneficial to both
the community and the academic
experienceof the students.
All alongin our negotiationswith
BC there were questions as to what
the official tax policy was. My
orientation as an advocate is that,
yes, that's important. However,
direct services to Allston-Brighton
would go a long way, I think, in the
community's mind towardsaddressing the issue of why BC is not paying taxesmf I think that if there
are university expenditures, contributions, going out to support the
city of Boston in a variety of ways,
then that should be publicized to the
people of Allston-Brighton, and,
perhaps, they should be allowed
some input to help direct where
those funds are going, since I have
to believe that we're impacted by
BC to a greater extent than, say,
Boston, or other
East
neighborhoods that are not adjacent
to BC.
Heights: In general, what effect
do students living off campus have
upon a community, and, in particular, whateffect have BC students
had?
Trietsch: Allston-Brighton is
impacted by students, mainly from
BC, BU, and Harvard. The impact
on Allston-Brighton is consistent,
no matter what university you're
talking about. Students are students, an age group that's involved
with a very specific phase of their
lives, all performing similar daily
activities and all that. To divide
them up, then, the only thing that
we're doing is saying that, well,
BC's major impact is within let's
say a quarter mile or a half mile of
BC. If you want to talk about
Cleveland Circle, the impact has
been on the housing stock, it's been
on public services, such as the park
system, and the green line, and it's

.

have a referendum which
asked, "do you want to have
the students out of AllstonBrighton?", I'm sure it would

win

overwhelmingly.'

incomes to support that house. If a
speculator wants to buy it, he can
legally put up to four students into a
dwelling unit, and often that
number is exceeded because it's a
law that's very hard to prove, to
take through the court system and
win. With four students, at let's say
$ 100 a month rent, he could do quite
well. He doesn't have to worry
about fixing up the place, because
he doesn't live there, and the housing market is tight so where else are
students going to live? It's a fact of
life right now that any unit in
Allston-Brighton can be rented. As
a matter of fact, I guess it was about
two years ago that there was a brief
period when the vacancy rate
jumped, it probably went from 2 to
3%, and we got calls from landlords
just crying and screaming that this
was the downfall of everything. It
didn't bother me at all. We were still
below the average for the city, and I
thought that maybe this would
provide the impetus for some people
to fix up their property and promote
some healthy competition to attract

rentors into the community.
So, you've got the impact of
speculators being able to outbid
others for homes. You've also got

the subject of upkeep of homes. If
you put as many people as possible
into a housing unit, that unit's going

'...It's not really the students and residents that are
in direct conflict. It is, to a
large degree perhaps,
university policies which are
not as up to date as they
might be...'
to wear like anything else' would,

and after a number of years, that
kind of wear, and often abuse,
shows on a house, and the next
person to buy it, whether a
homeowner or another speculator,
will have to put just that much more
work into maintaining the physical
structure.

In cities, housing gets rehabbed,
but not a lot of housing gets built.
It's just the market; the construction industry; the way things are
right now. The housing stock, in one
sense, belongs to everyone, and it's
something that you really need to
protect. One of the real planning
rationales for the housing improvement program in this city is to help
preserve the housing stock, and a
by-product of that is helping
homeowners improve their homes.
Taking a broader view, we really
have an investment in the life of the
city to protect in being concerned
with the condition of the housing
stock.
Right now if you were to have a
referendum which asked, "do you
want to have the students out of
Allston-Brighton?," I'm sure it
would win overwhelmingly. And I
think that what it would reflect is
frustration over trying to get onto
the green line when it's packed with
students, going to the park and trying to play Softball when there are
twelve Softball teams already there
made up of kids you don't
recognize, loud no8 3n tosd larties. I mean, there's all kinds of
legitimate frustrations on the parts
of the residents of Allston-Brighton,
and probably on the part of students, too. One thing I try to do
whenevc possible is to expound the
point of view that it's not really the
students and residents that are in
direct conflict. It is, to a large
degree perhaps, university policies
which are not as up to date as they
might be, and it's not that sutdents
are by nature always certain types
of people, or that long-term residents are by nature certain types of
people - there are just some gaps
that exist there that need to be
worked on.
Heights: Which is better for the
community, students living in offcampus housing areas such as BC's
South St., which "you've called
continued on page 18

Have
Something to
Sell?
advertise in the
classifieds
section of
the Heights
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Dorm Damage Up Last Year
by William

damages may be charged to students in the form of an extra bill

Coen

Although total dorm damage
costs increased by 8%, total common area damages at Newton
Campus decreased 64%last
year over the previous year. This
was due mainly to the work of the
RA's.
Housing felt that because the
RA's were able to develop a close
peer relationship with the area's
residents, respect for the dormitories developed. Housing also
felt that the overall appearance of
the Newton Campus improved
because of the students living there.
The two classifications of dorm
damages are personal and common
area. The personal damages are
those with one or more persons
directly responsible. If the identity
of the responsible party is known to
housing officials, the cost can be
charged to whomever is responsible.
The other type, thekind that concerns administrators most, is common area damage. This type cannot
be blamed on anyone in particular
and must be assessed to those who
live in the general area. In the Conditions for Residency contract that
all residents must sign, there is a
clause stating that all unknown

jwSft

WESTERN

outside of regular living expenses.
In the beginning of the year, the
university draws up a description of
each campus room or apartment. At
the end of the year, physical plant,,
with the aid of the housing staff,
checks each residence area and
takes a toll of damages and work
that must be done. The cost is computed and assessed to students in
that area. For example,at theend of
last year, one Upper Campus dorm
needed a large amount of
sandblasting. The cost of the work
was then divided up and charged to
the approximately200 students who
lived in that dorm.
If common area damages are
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T-Shirt Giveaway

"Refreshments" Served

4 to 7 pm Each Friday

AT MURRAY HOUSE
292 Hammond St.

FOUR PART
HARMONY

Returns to Boston College with the

BOSTON GENTLEMEN
All interested male singers urged
to attend meeting
Thurs. Sept. 20 at 6pm

Come to our place. We're her to serve!!!

UGBC COMMUTER
COMMITTEE MEETING
EVERY Tuesday at 4:15

Lyons 427

at the Murray House

(UNDERGRADUATES ONLY)

§

(295 Hammond St.)

Copy King

GRAND OPENING
20 /©Off
*j$

with this ad

?

programming plus issues of commuters concern

like parking and car pooling.

per copy

2193c Comm. Aye.
Brighton, Ma. 02135

?

(nearBCMB T

s
782-2252

Valid through September, 1979

Every meeting discusses upcoming

Come get involved. Let your opinion be

known. Participate in one of our sub-committees
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Help the Oktoberfest Brewmaster
find the best places in town
to celebrate his beer.
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JoachimCzach? MasterBrewer ofMunich OktoberfestBier

And win a trip to the best celebration in the worldthe 1980 Munich Ohtoberfest.
To become eligible, just look
for the Master Brewer's mug and
entry form at your favorite participating restaurant or bar.

And to discoverwhat makes
Munich Ohtoberfest worthy of celebration, just taste it.
You'll taste a beer brewed in
Munich, Germany where the job of
brewing beer asks more of a man
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than it could anywhere else.
No other city is more renowned
for fine beer?or for its celebration to
ne ccr tne Munich Ohtoberfest.
The master brewer s beer
originally
created especially
was
for that grand occasion. But today
tne P e°pl e °f Munich celebrate
its smooth, mellow taste all through
the year. We believe you will too.

'

Munich Ohtoberfest.
Brewed in Munich. Now celebrated in America.

© 1979BEER IMPORTED BY THE MILLERBREWING COMPANY. MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.
Sweepstakes open only to residents of Massachusetts oflegal drinking a«e at time of entree. No purchaserequired.Void where prohibited by law. Sweepstakeends September 28,1979.
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Noted Scholar A.C. Bradley aptly retitled
Shakespeare's masterpiece "The Redemption of King Lear." It is a pity that the BSC
director did"not have the new title in mind
when building the production.
In Act 111, Lear's reason breaks hold of
his mind. A storm unlike any other for its
fire and thunder rages overhead, and
onstage Lear rages with all the fury of mortality and passion. Madness takes its hold.
Then Director Bill Cain interrupts with an
intermission, a crucial error. He divided one
ment.
of the grandest climaxes in drama with a ten
The story is complex with closely tied
minute intermission. Consequently, in the
plot and subplot. Beyond the tragedy it second half of the performance, the
producis a story of political intrigue. Lear
tion faltered, and the actors failed to recover
divides his kingdom among his
the engrossing pace of the first half.
daughters so that he might enjoy his
Although pacing was unsteady overall,
declining years free from burdens of some
individual performances excelled to
state. He disowns his favorite daughter
save the t show. Henry Woronicz made
when she refuses to play his flattering
Edmund a memorable villain, grinning his
games. His plan backfires when his
way through all manners of treachery.
other daughters conspire to use the
Kirsten Giroux played a vile Goneril, grop- Cordelia is wooden, monotonous, and
power he gave them for their own ends,
ing her way toward glory but ultimately to unable to raise thewell of tears that her part
and the play demand. She could not make
turning him out of doors in a raging
an inevitable suicide. As Gloster, Richard
an infant cry if she slapped it. When she
storm, accompanied by his jester and a
Moses might have raised smiles if his inno"Still, still, far
yokel, the disguised Earl ofKent.
cent timidity had not led to gross violence delivers the impassioned lines
wide,"
and"And
so
I
Meanwhile, Gloster's bastard son conam,
so
I am," and
upon himself and others.
"No cause, no cause," she plays with the
spires first to disinherit his legitimate
brother, Edgar then to take his father's title
Will Lebow led the cast as Lear with an manner and weeping grace of a dog barking,
and life, and finally to seize the divided excellent performance reminiscent of twice.
throne. After loosing much chaos, he fails.
Olivier. His prancing insanity in Act IV was Fortunately, Cordelia's anti-emotion does
credible though understated. His powerful not spoil the production: it merely limits its
voice carriedhis rage through the distracting impact. Catharsis jolts the audience at onlyl
Plot makes "King Lear" engrossing to
sound and visual effects of the storm scenes one appointedplace, when Lear bends over
watch, but its power is not merely in action.
in Act 111. (Sound effects prior to Act 111 his daughter's body and dies of joy, deluded
Passion is action's compelling force, and
by his own senses that his daughter still lives.
played exceptionally well.)
"Lear" proves that beyond doubt. Lear's
The production will improve as the actors
favored
Cordelia,
Lear's
Textually,
rage drags humanity through a mire of
daughter, is the epitome of grace, dignity inevitably correct Wednesday's faults of
existence, through treachery, violence, fear,
and mercy. She and her father reunite. She timing and delivery. The BSC "King Lear"
and death, all therangeof corruption. As his
and the audience should weep in Act IV is already a formidableproduction, and with
loyal companions lead him to shelter, his
at
her long anticipated reunion with a little revision and polish, it cannot fail to
rage abates and ultimately he finds his
the broken Lear, her father. But the BSC please.
peace.

by John Long and Don Nathan
First things first; the movies are still fantastic. Off the Wall's programmers have
shown that they can screen top-flight short
films no matter where they are.located, be it
the old location in Central Square or the
new "Improved" Where's Boston? theater.
The presentation of "Laughing Gas", a

by Charles Langen
King Lear
September 13
"The tragedy of King Lear" opened last
Wednesday at the Boston Shakespeare
Company's theatre in Horticultural Hall.
"Lear" is literature's greatest tragedy, a
ponderous tale of a pagan king gone mad
with rage. On the whole, BSC staged it
successfully. As the autumn season advances
its pace will improve to first class entertain-

Ginger Rogers and Basil Rathbone?;
Kenneth Anger's book Hollywood
Babylon?; Moe Howard's biography of the
Three Stooges?; a picture of book of Buster
Keaton's The General? unbelievably, he |
had them all.
With the exception of Kubrick's A
Clockwork Orange, Frank had access to
every poster we could think of "We sell a lot
of posters, our biggest sellers being Annie
Hall, Taxi Driver, and Herzog's Aguirre,
The Wrath of God." Poster prices could run
anywhere from $5 to thirty dollars, stills
from fifty cents to $5.

by Tom Gilroy and Pete Maloney
In a matter of fifteen minutes we saw th<
naked bathing scene from I Am Curious
(Blue), the Hendrix scene from Monterej
Pop, and the shower scene from Psycho
Well, not the actual scenes but stills frorr
them, which is probably the next best thinj
to seeing the films. These stills, plus i
plethora of assorted gems of movie triviafoi
the film novice and expert alike, an
available at Movie Madness, a movif
specialty store located at 1642 Mass. Ave.
which is right near the Harvard Coop.
Movie Madness is like a moviebuffs attii

Here?s Johnny and There?s Steve
September 9, 1979
by Steve Reynolds

After about ten songs, the band left the
Steve Forbert
stage and Steve picked up his acoustic
Brandeis University
guitar. Amid cheers of anticipation, he
by Tom Gilroy
Steve Forbert's performance at Brandeis picked, stomped, sang, and laughed through
University was not a typical concert. In fact, about eight tunes from his seeminglyendless
repetoire, it became obvious that this right
in many ways it was not like a concertat all here was the true beauty of Steve Forbert's
like
it was more
a party, a party at your
songs their malleability. His songs have
house where this guy that everybody's
friends with gets up and sings some songs in such pronounced versatility and quality that
between funny little stories and sips of they sound as captivating with a five man
canned Budweiser. Forbert has this unique band playing them as they do when Steve
ability to exude friendliness and warmth sings them with just his guitar and haronstage; he is a very personal performer. As monica. Their beauty shines through regardless of their musical arrangement. Though
soon as he takes the stage and says, "Why
don't you all move up a little closer," I feel JForbert has had the misfortune of being
labelled both a folk singer and the latest
like I've known him for a long time, like I
hung out with this guy in High School - he's 'new Dylan,' it is important to note that he is
not a star, just some friend playing guitar as much of a rocker as he is a folker. After
and cracking jokes and concentrating on having everyone sit back and listen to his
having a good time. To Steve Forbert, per- beautiful ballad "Baby," he gets them dancing as he boogies and sways across the stage
forming is a natural.
during

Southside Johnny Lyon has a new album,
new record label, and a new name for his
group. None of these things have changed
his sound or style, as he charged onto the
stage at BC last Sunday. In the midst of a
tour to support the new album, The Jukes,
Southside led the Jukes through a frenetic
set of two and a half hour length, playing
such favorites as I Played the Fool, Trapped
Again, I Don't Want to go Home, I'm So
Anxious, (the band's latest single) and Bruce
Springsteen'sThe Fever. The show was what
might be called "hot" the band is very
tight, and every tune is a screamer when
Lyon and the other nine Jukes get cooking.
In true New Jersey form, the band played
Opening the show with "Goin' Down To
long, almost three hours after the four Laurel," Forbert,
backed by a superb
encores.
electric five man band, had the audience
enthralled for the entire twenty-four song
We hope everyone who likes "the set. As he sang, I realized I knew every word
Asbury Park sound," ofsoul androck 'n roll by heart, as did everyone else - what's more,
got a chance to catch what was certainly the it was as if these songshad been around for a
most exciting music to grace BC in a very long time, as if they were already classics
long time. Kudos should go here to Chris that everyone had known since they were
Green of the Social Committee for young. His songs are that good; they feel as
apparently resuscitating the UGBC's long established as "This Land Is Your Land" or
dormant, and disappointing concert series. "Blowin' in The Wind." Like folk traditions.

-

-

"Complications."

-

Forbert left the stage after a sincere
"Thank-you" an absurd contradiction
since it was the audience, who was truly
thankful.

-

.

loosely knit collection of some 19 shorts,
ranging from 30 seconds to nine minutes in
length, is a two hour affair neatly packaged
and, as you might have guessed from the
title, quite humurous. But.
What sets Off the Wall apart from other
cinemas, be they Orson Welles or Sack
Beacon Hill, was not merely its films,
although that was the prime element.
However, the ability to seek out and provide
innovative programming is not unique to the
Off the Wall bunch. The Cambridge setting,
small, with tables and chairs, natural snacks
and a small screen, gave the feelingthat you
were not really going to a theater to see
some flicks, but rather to someone's living
room, someone who happened to have a
phenomenal film collection.
The new location provides a marked contrast to thatfeeling. Two hundred hardback
seats, all nice and neat in a row, a lobby outside - the trappings of exactly what the
Where's Boston? theater is. .a scaled-down
conventionalcinema. It is still a far cry from
the Circle Cinema down at "Cleve Circ",
make no mistake about that, but - so far it
is a cry (not a far one) from the old location.
\u25a0 By no means are these reasons to stay
away. The only possible reason for staying
away is a revulsion towards good entertainment. Modifications are undoubtedly
planned for the transformation of Where's
Boston? into the theaterof imagination and
warmth that is Off the Wall.
But enough of pretentious analysis. It's
time for "college movie critic" to let you
know what's really happening on the siiver

why this film won the 1978 AcademyAward
for animated short films. It was produced
under the auspices of the National Film
Board of Canada, which is becoming known
more and more as a vital center of animated
films.
"Albert Brooks' Famous School for
Comedians" (1972) exhibits the talent for
social satire/mimicry that Brooks utilized to
slash away at Suburbia and television in his
most current release, Real Life. Brooks
plays a real swell guy, whowould just love to
screw you out of some bucks at his
school..."or in the convenience of your own
home for just hours a week."
Following a brief intermission, the most
widely circulated of the shorts, "Jimmy the
C" is presented. It's a clay animationof our
President and Commander in Chief singing
"Georgia on My Mind" (actually the
famous Ray Charles version), backed by
three peanuts. With the rapidly declining
stature of the Delat Queen commando, this
film takes on more significance.
A rather curious film by Jim Henson,
Time Piece, is interesting if for no other
reason than that it does not use any
Muppets, Henson'a creations. This satire is
free-flowing, a trek through human past and
present, a trek that evokes only two words
from Henson: "Help me." (The Battle Cry
for the 80's?)
Much more follows in the program, from
the singing does (seriously, they do) of"The
Dogs," featuring Bill Murray as their agent,
to the fascinating last five minutes of Mr.
Spoon in the animated "Why Me?"

.

-

"How late can you stay till?" Steve asked
the aduience, "AM night? Okay, we got four
more to do, then." He then breezed into
three new songs; "Shadow Me," a song
about a girl who has her boyfriend all
figured out; "January 23 to 30, 1978" a song
"about going home;" and "Whole Lotta
Oil," a Forbert fan favorite (It's a protest
song, folks") about oil spills wrecking our
water; "Don't bother to buy it at the
station/you can get it now for free/just
come down to the shoreline where the water
used to be." This song, with its singalong
type chorus, got everyone rowdy and ready
for the closing number, a ten minute version
of Forbert's superlative rocker "You Cannot Win If You Do Not Play." Steve
introduced the song by yelling "Let's rock,"
and rock he did searing through the song
with an exciting harmonica solo and then
letting band members go wild with guitar,
piano, and sax solos.

aren't particularly well animated, nor are
the predictable endings inventive.
.or
funny. They're not bad, they're just not
funny. Since the combined time is three
minutes, however, it is not too much of a
trial.
"You Know Who and What's Her
Name" is a spoof of existential/"heavy"

MADNESS

MOVIE

performance

at Boston College

.

They?re Off The Wall

Lear Set For Take-Off

Movie Madness stocks manyfilm stills, fre
a look in To Have

Bogle and Bacall share

crammed with every possible artifact from
motion pictures both new and old. The
'buff who runs this 'attic' is new owner
Frank Biletz, a former employeeof both the
Brattle Theater and the Central Square
Cinema. Frank boasts that he would often
frequent up to ten films a week - "that was
in the old days," he confessed, "now I only
manage to hit about four or five a week."
When asked about the items he had ir
stock, Frank told us "We have a gigantic
selection, and whatever we don't have here
we could probably order." With this ir
mind, we tried to stump him by giving him a
quick 'test' - did he have: posters frorr,
1960's Girls, Girls, Girts! starring Elvis
Presley and 1946's Heartbeat starring

i

box-officebonanzasto the cults.
,ve Not

Above,

Just as we were about to ask him what lie
had to offer to the novice, one walked in. A
man who was self-admittedlyignorant of the
film industry asked for what he called a
"beginner's book on films." Frank quickly
came to his aid with two very informative
and relatively inexpensive books; How To
Read A Film, by James Manaco ($7.35) and
A Short History or of The Movies, by
Gerald Mast ($6.50). The guy purchased the
Manaco book.
Ifyou are a film freak or a film freshman,
Movie Madness is a dangerous place. You
might leave with a happy face, a large
package, and an empty wallet. It's thekind
of store you go nuts in.

I

screen.
The night opens with "Laughing Gas"
(how apropos),a 1934 Betty Boop cartoon,
which involves a large amount of laughing
on the screen and in the audience, as some
laughing gas spreads all over our heroine's
city. Following this, is "A Bird for All
Seasons," with Bill Murray as the human
star of this short. In the credits, one Alba
Ballard is listed under "Birds trained and
costumes designed by." Those are bird
costumes, mind you. Enough said, you'll see
what I mean.
After a Gary Weis film ("Joke Store"),
which originally aired on Saturday Night,
comes a film that contains every male's
paranoia about public restrooms. (I'd say
female - also, but I'm not too familiar with
their bathroom paranoias.) Locked out of
the stall, locked into the stall, a gay in the
next stall, no toilet paper, all lay in wait for
the "lead" in "Krasker, Norman. .Beloved
Husband of Irma."
One of two "Feelbue Fables" is served up
next. These two, "The Newsmaker" and
"Fat Farm", are the only real low points in
the program. They telegraph their endings,

.

foreign films. It also contains perhaps the
best single line of the evening; A Man (that's
his name, how symbolic, eh?) says "I'm only
a shadow of what I neverwas until I lost it."
Wow, the meaning of life which has no
meaning.
Animation fans and devotees will find
"Special Delivery" the most intriguing
offering of the evening. Aside from a cleverly devised story line, John Weldon and
Eunice Macualay have succeeded increating
remarkable transitions and the illusion of
dollying and boom camera angles, all on a
two dimensional surface. It is quiteapparent

(Perhaps a frustrated version of Henson's
tribulations?) The final shot of the night,
Stubby Malone, features the "Little man
with a big message" currently at
the Charles Street Playhouse. Unfortunatley, this is not terrible imaginative, and
does not provide a fitting end to the evening.
Off the Wall is planning to continue its
festivals of the past few years: "Magic
Movies," "Jazz on Film," and of course
their Animation festival. We know the
movies will be just as goodas ever; hopefully
the theater will be almost as good. .or
better.

ALL RECRUTS
Auditions for the
Heights Revue Chorus,
Monday at 4:00 pm.
Bring Songbooks.
McElroy 113-

.
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The Bowl Runneth Over In Cheverus Hall
clogs one of the inside pipes. This

Kincade was impressed with
UGBC's trouble-shooters who
helped out during the flood. They
Wednesdaynight.
sent letters to all residents of
Ortiz had notified the area coorCheverus offering their help with
afternoon
herself
Friday
dinator
any of the damages incurred from
that it needed repair when she first
the flood.
was
broken.
the
toilet
noticed that
et, and an inverted metal cap the
Pennino said he neverknew about simple procedure.
When asked whether she knew size of a saucer with an unmovable
the problem until last Thursday
hot
flood.
to turn off the water, Kincade nut on top.
afternoon, the day after the
a
Pennino explained that water
Housing sent him the work order on replied that she learned that
conShe
also
runs
constantly in a toilet when dirt
wrench
was
needed.
Thursday, he said.
have that kind of clogs one of the inside pipes. This
Pennino explained that the cap fessed, "I don't
was -how the problem with the
that was loosened for the flood to mechanical knowledge."
Pennino explained that someone Cheverus toilet started. To shut off
have occurred was part of what is
water and the water, a screw near the flushing
called the flushometer, a piece of tried to stop the running
the lever must be turned clockwise. Pensteel attached to most public and in the process, twisted
the cap nino though feels that the RA's
off.
Then
cap
in
the
flushometer
toilets.
Toilets
dormitory
is, "the must not be familiar with this fairly
Hillside apartments, for exampledo was "cross threaded," that
properly." simple procedure.
on
wasn't
screwed
cap
a
flushometer.
not have
When asked whether she knew
The flushometer includes the He expalined that there is "90 lbs.
hew to turn off the water, Kincade
lever to flush, pipes connecting of pressure on the valve."
During the flood, "the students replied that she learned that a
water to the toilet, and an inverted
metal cap the size of a saucer with were very cooperative and under- wrench was' needed. She also constanding, and the RA's did a great fessed, "I don't have that kind of
an unmovable nut on top.
Pennino explained that water job," said Resident Staff Coor- mechanical knowledge."
Pennino explained that someone
runs constantly in a toilet when dirt dinator Robert Capalbo.

continued from page 10
one showed up until 11:30 p.m.

was how the problem with the
Cheverus toilet started. To shut off
the water, a screw near the flushing
lever must be turned clockwise. Pennino though feels that the RA's
must not be familiar with this fairly
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job," said Resident Staff CoordinatorRobert Capalbo.
Kincade was impressed with
UGBC's trouble-shooters who
helped out during the flood. They
sent letters to all residents of
Cheverus offering their help with
any of the damages incurred from
the flood.

Cheverus residents mop up after flood. (Photo by Mary O'Keeffee)
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tried to stop the running water and
in the process, twisted the
flushometer cap off. Then the cap
was "cross threaded," that is, "the
cap wasn't screwed on properly."
He expalined that there is "90 lbs.
of pressure on the valve."
During the flood, "the students
were very cooperative and understanding, and the RA's did a great
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Trietsch Calls South St. A Mini-Campus
Trietsch: I think that either one is

continuedfrom page 11

not going to help the community to
a large degree. But if I had to
choose between the two, I'd say it's
better for the community to have
students scattered and dispersed

"essentially an off-campus campus"
in the past, or students living dispersed throughout the community in
non-university owned apartments?
Or doesit make a difference?
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throughout the neighborhood. The
reason for that is, what we've found,
and South St. is the best example,is
that when you have a concentration
of students on a street, it becomes a
mini-campus, which is fine, except
that you don't have the support
systems of a campus. You don't
have the open space and the pubs,
and you don't have a student union.
As a result, the public open space,
which is the street, the sidewalk, the
backyard, starts functioning as
those facilities, and that doesn't
work because you've got the other
neighbors around you. So what
you're doing is reinforcing a college
campus off-campus, and unless the
people in the neighborhood decide,
or vote, or are of the opinion that
"yes, we'd like to see an expansion
of the BC campus into our
neighborhood," it's just unfair.
On the other hand, something
that's not often talked about is that
students can have a positive impact
on the neighborhood. I think there
is something to be said for youth,
and a kind of vitality, and that
whole concept of alternative
lifestyles. It adds diversity to the
city, and, after all, that's what the
city is all about, and if students are
dispersed in reasonable numbers
throughout the community, they
can become part of the community,
they can relate to their neighbors,
they can share concerns. I mean,
after all, being a student is a time in
your life when you want an opportunity to explore a variety of ideas,
possibilities, and a sense of
neighborhood brings important
values which must be explored. I
think that becoming a neighbor is a
valid educational process, for the
individual and for the
neighborhood.

To get into Medical School
you probably read over 2,000,000 words.
Read just 112 more and you may get
a full Scholarship.
The Armed Forces need physicians. And we're
willing to pay for them. Full tuition. Books. Fees.
Necessary equipment. And $400 a month tax free.
Once selected for a Health Professions Scholarship?available from the Army, Navy or Air Force
-you are commissioned a second lieutenant or
ensign in the Reserve. Serve a 45-day active duty
period annually. And agree to serve on active duty
for a period dependent on the duration of your
participation in the scholarship program.
As a fully commissioned officer you receive
excellent salary and benefits. More importantly,
you get the opportunity to work and learn beside
dedicated professionals.
For more information merely mail in the coupon
below

ARMED FORCES

Heights: What about the impact
of internship programs and programs
like BC's PULSE?
Trietsch: The BRA has always
had a large number of interns from
various colleges and communities.
The neighborhood planning
program has put a lot of time and
effort into supervising interns, and
we feel that it is our professional
responsibility to bring people in
along those lines. The program
you're talking about is something
again that we've talked to BC about
during our negotiations, and I think
that it's great. I think that what's
lacking is a broader persepctive. I
understand that there are limitations to the program,and placing an
intern with a specific interest in a
specific program is fine and can
work out real nicely. The problem I
sometimes have is that I think that
there should be a broader education
into the neighborhood and how the
specific agency relates to the rest of
the neighborhood. The fact is that
when we first started talking to BC
there were not many people who
were aware of that program, and I
would bet that the people who run
the program were not aware of the
community's concerns about getting
more services from BC in return for
the services provided. There is a real
gap there, and that needs to be
adjusted.
Heights: Next year, BC will
"bump" no less than 200
upperclassmen off campus in order
to provide on-campus housing for all
incoming freshmen. The BC
administration has said that the
housing shortage which necessitates
"bumping"will persist even after the
opening of the new dorm. In addition, a certain number of
upperclassmen have moved off
campus because they did not receive
lower campus housing.
How will this affect the AllstonBrighton community? Does this in
any way diminish the community
achievementof pressing BC to sell its
South St. property by 1981?
Trietsch: The South St. closing
was tied to the opening of the dormitory, so if at any time in this
process we started getting more students in Allston-Brighton, then that
would go against the agreement we
have with BC - and I wouldfind that
objectionable. As for "bumping," I
think we'll just be trading freshmen
and sophomores for juniors and
seniors. The situation in AllstonBrighton should be status quo. I
believe there just won't be as many
in our housing stock as there are
now, because even after they bring
freshmen on campus, there still will
be, I think the figure is 200, more
dormitory spaces on campus than
there were before.
As far as what it means for the

'

David Trietsch

community to have juniors and
seniors rather than freshmen and
sophomores, I'm not quite sure,
except that one would hope that
you're dealing with a more mature,
serious student by the timehe or she
gets to be a junior or senior.
But as I said, if at any point we
start getting more BC students in
Allston-Brighton, whether through
"bumping" or any other policy
change, then I would consider that
to be a negative impact, I would
consider it objectionable, and I
would think that the community
liaison meetings would reflect the
problem,'and that would be
something that will have to be
addressed.
Heights: In the past, the community has resorted to blocking
building variances in order to gain
leverage in relations with BC. Are
community/universitycouncils a real
alternative to this?
Trietsch: Assuming that eventually you're going to run out of zoning
permits and building variances, they
seem to be just about all we've got
left. I guess what I'm saying is that
they have to work, and I think that
there's a general philosophical issue
involved here, which is that as cities
become more and more developed
and more concentrated, as people
return to the cities, and as your density grows, there gets to be a general
necessity for people to start becoming a little more aware of their
neighbor's needs, and, this may be a
simplistic way of viewing it, but I
just see that we are now more tightly
involved with the university than we
ever have been, and that will continue to be so because we'reall sharing resources which are more and
more limited. So when the university moves, we notice it mere, we
feel the vibrations. Hopefully, what
happens is that people get tired of
butting heads all the time and start
to realize that they can accomplish a
little bit more with less effort if they
just start working together. Unfortunately, yes, the start of our
relationship was bumpy, and we
were kind of holding hostages on
continued or: page 19
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BC Community Relations Better
continued from page 18
each other, and that's what started
it off. But after awhile you people
were a little more responsive, and
we found out that policy decisions
can be changed. What a lot of people thought was impossible was
achieved. I guess it's part of my
profession that I tend to be
optimistic about community relations.
Heights: Has BC put enough
effort into its community relations?
Trietsch: No. And I don't envision a timeof ever saying yes to that
question to any univeristy. But on
the other hand, if we compareBC to
our other neighbors, Harvard and
BU, I would say thatBC's not at the
bottom of the list as far as community relations are concerned, and
in fact, in terms of progress, they've
come a long way in the past year.
Mr. Trietsch concluded: I think
BC's revised confirmation of registration ran smoothly In the basement ol
Gasson. (Photo by Jim Hardiman)
that our negotiationswith BC in the
last year or so have been productive.
I think that as far as AllstonBrighton community's relationship
with the student body of BC goes,
that there are some mutual
interests, and some interests that are
not mutual. I would like to see a
process developed which would
continuedfrom page 9
a yearly report on this reasearch in provide an opportunity, as part of
the curriculum at BC, for students
vice to include a Tenant Advisory conjunction with the UGBC comto become more familiar with the
muter committee.
Service for BC students living offThere is a possibility that PIRG Allston-Brighton community, to
campus.
They will also expand their work and the UGBC commuter com- recognize more that the college is in
mittee will be instituting a carpool- a community, what these people are
with the JP Stevens Boycott.
about, where thosedifferent feelings
ing program for students.
PIRG also plans to compile with are coming from, why it seems that
PIRG is planning to survey offcampus residents on the quality, UGBC a Nutritional Survival Allston-Brighton is so preoccupied
Booklet for BC students living in with closing down some of the bars
cost, and landlords of off-campus
on Harvard Aye., why they get so
apartments.
apartments. PIRG plans to release
concerned about liquor liscenses,
about overcrowding on the green
line and that sort of stuff.
It's important to realize that it's
not just a group of parents coming
down on younger people, because
there are a lot of young people in
Allston-Brighton who are not students. So I'd like to see that
developed a little more. I'd like to

PIRG To Work
With UGBC

HOTLINE TO HEAVEN

see resources shared a little better
then they are now, back and forth.
Boston has some very unique
programs in terms of services,
programs that you're not going to
find in many cities across the
country, and they're very significant
in the opportunitiesthey provide for
members of the communities to
have input into their local government, and ways of dispersing social

services, and I think that they
should be looked at and understood
by students as well-as BC itself.
You have to get over the headset
that we're on two different sides,
going at each other. We can't afford
to have that kind of philosophy any
more, and I don't think that BC can
either. There's just not enough
room, and not enough resources to
work that way.

A new direct computer system was used during confirmation of registration. (Photo by Jim Hardlman)
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PIRG organizer Tom Barbera speaks to a door. (PHOTO BY Carl Anderson)
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Ireland?s Two Faces

The Middle Campus Quad aa seen from Gasson TOWER. (Photo by Carl

,

continuedfrom page 5
of course. George Colley, the
Minister for Finance, suffered from
verbal abuse because the newbudget
hiked the taxes from farmers and
also raised theretail tax, and consequentially the cost, for pints of beer.
So Mr. Colley tried to amble
affably throughout the fair amid
sounds of loud sarcasm ("Speak of
the devil himself, Paddy. A fine man
altogether now, isn't he?" and amid
the gutteral utterances of discontented stout-lovers, "Hey,
Geroge, are we going to tax the
water, too?"). It was a memorable
Spring-Show.
After classes broke on Friday, I
would usually head for the country
until Sunday or Monday. Easter I
found myself on the Aran Islands, in
the turbulent waters west of the

Anderson)
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Galway and Connemara coastlines.
On the Arans, the language is
Gaelic, the way is fishing and
sweater-making, and the sense is
timeless. I went there with 3
Americans, Tim O'Conner(U. Vermont), Brendon Redmond (BC),
Pamela Gelson (Dickinson
.College), a German girl, Silke
Droppelmann, and an Irishman
whose name I must have lost on the
Arans somewhere. There we
observed Gaelic mass on Easter
Sunday, found obscure, farmhouse
pubs, and explored an ancient fort
that has half-toppled into the Atlantic. In such a strange world, where
the Romans never reached, where
the time-worn Celtic traditions and
sports have never faded, and where
darkly-clad, weather-beaten people
face, with cheer and vigor, a
timeless routine....well, it makes
one think about one's own environment. For generations Americans
have been tempered by the
imperative of change and progress;
suffice it to state, for now, that the
Aran Islands lend themselves to
those thinking people who wish to
gain a different perspective on the
mores and attitudes of their own
society back home.
I stayed on two farms in Ireland.
One is the farm of Mary and Con
Lucey, who are indirectly related to
my mother. Theirs is an old yet
fastly fading Irish story. They are
brother and sister, middle-aged, and
continued on page 22
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Save

YMARC Plans Events

Fireworks glare In the evening sky during the BC Band's half-time rendition of the 1812 Overture at Saturday's football game. (Photo by Mary
O'Keeffe).

Cotter Cites Inflation And
Salaries As Reason For Hike
continuedfrom page I
student budget task force, four of
whom are going to be formally
recognized by thebudget committee
as 'resource people,' and two of
whom will be providing us
background information on things
like general economic data and
some comparative studies with
other universities. In the task force
right now, we have anywhere from 6
to 8 studies going on, all of which
werecommissioned at the beginning
of the summer. Those have continued and they coincide with some
of the goals that the budget com
mittee set for itself after having
received Dr. Campanella's
guidelines."
Despite this, Holt believes that
there are very serious budget
problems and no consensus on how
to approach* them. "We're lucky
that there is, at this point, an agreement on some specific areas that
need attention," said Holt. "But
those are only components of all the
work the budget committeeneeds to
do. Trying to project from them
what the ultimate answers are going
to be, you have to say no, we're not
marching smoothly forward. There
are many obstacles before us and I

CPPC To Visit
Frosh Classes
continuedfrom page 3

to counsel undergraduates who may
be unsure of their major," as
opposed to encouraging them to
attend workshops.
CPPC will visit all freshmen
English classes to inform freshmen
of their services, according to
Prusinowski.
Prusinowski has already written a
newsletter describing CPPC's services and current workshops. The
newsletter, found in the CPPC
office, will be updated monthly.

25*

Soda
McElroy 113

I

expect it to be a difficult year

within
the budget committeeand a difficult
year for people who are going to live
under the budget, which will be the
students, the faculty, and the rest of
us."
When asked to speculate on the
university's reasons for the tuition
hike, Dan Cotter first sighted the rise
of inflation from last year's 9% to
12% this year. Cotter also cited the
university's intention to raise
salaries at BC to meet'cost of living
increases, and the discrepency
betweenwhat has been budgeted for
energy and actual energy costs, as
reasons for the expected rise in tuition costs.
Holt elaborated on the energy
problem saying, "as it is, if current
(energy) prices remained stable
throughout the rest of the year, the
university would be short a very
large sum of money. I think it's
unreasonable to expect current
prices to stay the same, (meaning
they will rise). That's why it is so
important to move on conservation."
Holt mentioned that his group
has also looked into the area of
sponsored research at BC. "Sponsored research," said Holt, "involves federal scholarship aid,
funded research projects, and training grants. This contributes
significantly to the university's
revenues in the form of indirect cost
recovery, which are arrangements
whereby the funding agency relieves
the university of certain overhead
costs for the use of its facilities to
conduct research. It's an area that
hasn't received much attention from
the budget committee."
Both Holt and Cotter stressed
their desire to keep the students
abreast of the issues and developments concerning the amount of,
and manner in which, tuition money
is spent. They also stated their
intention to give equal attention to
both long-term, as well as
immediate, financial policies and
trends at BC.
Warm Lines, a parents' resource

center in Newton, needs students
to care for children in their homes.

We will list your services free. Call
Peggy at 964-4466 between 7 and 9
p.m. ,
__~~_

l

_________?_.

Sensational Dancing and Skating Offer
Whether everybody's up for the Dog, or doing the Drop, the sen-

sational orangeand black Disco or Rolling Romeo or Rolling Juliet
"T" shirts is just the thing for you.
Order either a Rolling Romeo, Rolling Juliet or Disco orange and
black "T" shirt for $7.95 and get a free 90-minute cassette of the
latest top disco tunes.
Be a member of the In Crowd, join the "T" shirt set, whether your
game is Disco or Skating, the groovy hip designed orange and black
Disco or Skating "T" shirt is what's happening today.
To order your Disco, Rolling Romeo or Rolling Juliet and free disco
casette, send $7.95 in check or money order to:
Taped Tread
Brookline, MA 02146
88 Marion Street

The BC Chapter of YMARC,
Youth Massachusetts Association
for Retarded Citizens is planning
several events this year for the
retarded and physically handicapped.
According to Jeff Burr of the BC
YMARC, "YMARC plans to be a
" more active organization in the BC
community." He said that plans
include both BC-based events and
local community events. Burr said,
"On the local level, BC YMARC
plans fundraisers and social events
with a Cleveland Circle based social
action group of retarded adults
called the Mohawks and Squaws."
YMARC works with these two
groups "to acquire rights and services for the handicapped."
Burr went on to describe a
Workshop "comprised of guest
speakers and demonstrations ranging in topics from mobility for the
visually impaired to wheelchair
simulations of outdoor adventure
for the physically handicapped." A
Free University course "dealing
with topics such as normalization,
accessability, mainstreaming, legal
issues and recreation for the handicapped," will be offered in the
spring by YMARC.
Burr felt that "YMARC has the
potential of being influential in state
affairs. Legal action, new legislation, civil rights, direct services, you

15*!!!

name it, we are behind it." Burr said
that "BC YMARC students will be
serving on state committees to set
up other university chapters of
YMARC and secure services for the

Buy your soda
at the Heights

handicapped."
The purpose of YMARC,
according to Burr, is to "make the
public aware, assist the handicapped
in receiving rights and services, participate in state and local action to
further the independence and normalization of handicapped
individuals
their greatest handicap is your attitude."
YMARC will be holding an
organizational meeting on Wednesday, September 19 at 6:30 in Cam-

..
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Special
8" Hanging Plants $5.95
Regularly $9.50-512.50
Come visit your Neighbors at

MINIHANE'S

Join the Heights

VTSA-welcome

MINIHANE'S FLOWER and
GARDEN SHOP
425 Washington Street
Brighton, MA 02135
254-1130
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LAST CHANCE
To Save On Books
Over 1,000 New Books
In Stock

Office

Ample parking.
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across the street from the Post
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Browsers Welcome
Mon. Thurs. 9:00 5:00
Fri. 9:00-3:00
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The Green Rolling Hills of Tipperary

PART-TIME ADOLESCENT
ACTIVITIES CO-ORDINATOR
organizing and leading activity
groups for CHINS and BMH
adolescents. Experience with kids
and background in recreation,
physical cd., expressive therapy,
and psychology. Send Resume:
MENTOR C
66 Chestnut Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

continued from page 20
pledged 'pioneers' (a temperance
vow). The farm, outside of Schull in
the west of Co. Cork, is 42 acres,
dairy, and has been in thefamily for
generations. With no car, no toilet
(none in our sense of the word,
anyway), Mary and Con depend on
bicycles, pans, and, for milk pickup, Bert Hunt, a neighboring,
bachelor-farmerwho always says"I
Know" as way of acknowledge$25 REWARD
Con and Mary are devout
Catholics. I would often take
Mary's bike (Con's was too rusty)
Black wire-rimmed glasses lost on
to town, but not before I received a
thorough dousing of holy water.
St. Ignatius steps on Sept. 3. Mary and Con hired their
occasional taxinian, Mikey
O'Callaghan, who is 70 and, at the
Please contact The Heights Office. time, was suffering from a bad drivhe had driven his
ing reputation
last car into a ditch at 10 mph. We
went around the countryside, to

Bantry Bay, to relatives, to two

and Paula, 22 and 24, recently
funerals (Scotch Whiskey in the opened a Health Food store in
burial field and all), and to Sunday Tipperary-town. I was there on
mass, after which the farmers and opening day, and it was interesting
families stay around and talk for 45to see the townsfolk peering skep-55 minutes (quite different from our tically in at the health items. It will
church in Dudley, where you nearly take a good amount to change the
run your fellow parishioner into the ways of these Tipperary people;
swamp just to get the hell out of the they are not as capticious or fadparking-lot.) And, in the west of Co. oriented as we.
Cork, they really know how to talk
The IRA fascinates many
about the weather. It's done with Americans, who can well afford to
conviction and sincerity, and it can look at it through rose-tinted
be quite funny if you really think glasses. My friend Paul Smith had
about it.
an interestingexperienceconcerning
Amidst the rolling Tipperary hills the IRA. En route to Co. Sligo (of
live the Ryans, a farm family of 8. the republic) he passed through a
The only son, Nick, stayed with us section of Northern Ireland, where
in Dudley one summer eight years he came across some British soldiers
ago. So, I surprised him and his clan doing artillery drills. As he went to
one fine May afternoon by arriving photo them, they came running
on his doorstep with my backpack. over, their guns raised at him. After
Hollyford, Tipperary, is all Ryans he had recovered from heart failure
and O'Driscolls, so there are special and had produced his American
nicknames, such as Ryan-smith (for passport, he learned from the
the family whose tradition lies in soldiers that photo-taking was an
Balcksmithing) and Ryan-doctor. IRA practice in advance of a
My Ryans were called Ryan-dan, specific threat or killing. So, when
after a great-grandfather. Nick has Paul reached Sligo and innocently
5 sisters, 16-26, all lovely. Bernie ambled into a 'republican' pub, he
told of his frightening experience,
and the bemused IRA sympathizers
WESTERN
(maybe they were members)bought
»_/_£*
him pints of stout all night and
everybody got going on the
republican songs.
Christine Johnson, a first year

-

SCUBA LESSONS
Starts September 23 for 6 weeks.

>J

Lectures & pools Sundays
4:30-9:00 pm.
, All pool equipment supplied.
?

REGISTRATION* CALL 891-4796

RIDINGA*f»REL INC
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292 Boylston St.,

BostonJ&'
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"IlteCkmnoisseur's guide
- to- - Seafood"
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759 Beacon Street ? Newton Centre, Mass. 02159 ? Tel: (617)964-9344
(AllFish

Fresh Doily)

FRESH FRIED SEAFOOD MENU
Call Ahead For Quick Service

(All Fish

Fresh Daily)

Luncheon and Dinners

We olier two types BAKSETS and PLATES.
All baskets include the fish of your choice and french fries.
All plates include more generous portions of fish & french fries and also include cole slaw.
BOTH the baskets and plates include tartar sauce, ketchup, salt, pepper, lemon and
necessary utensils.

Fresh Fried

BASKET

PLATE

$2.35

$2.95

2.75
3.45
3.35
3.50
3.65

3.50
4.00
3.95
4.25
4.50

Scrod
Haddock
Scallops

Clams
Swordfish
Sealood

(clams, scallops, sole
and shrimp)

U0

Announcements
page
frConmtiued

The Boston College Hillel,
located in McElroy 111, is an
organizationfor Jewish students or
students interested in Jewish
culture. This year we plan on having
sabbath services, community outreach programs, Jewish big

LSAT
and
GMAT
Amity

Review Seminars
15 student average class size

Turn teaching technique
Convenient weekend classes

EXCLUSIVE MATH REFRESHER

800-243-4767

2.95
3.95

Shrimp

3.50
4.95

FISH (Delicious Native Scrod) & CHIPS SPECIAL

I

1.95

C

Box Orders
SMALL

French Fries
Onion Rings
Clams

2.10
2.25

Scallops
Shrimp
(One size only)
(One size only)

-

MEDIUM

LARGE

$.95

$1.45

1.15
3.95
4.15
5.95

/

The Women's Resource Center
(McElroy 213) will be holding an
Open House on Tuesday, September
18 from 2:00 4:00. Come and find
out what it's all about. Refreshments and good company.
On Wednesday, September 19th
from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. the BC Youth
Massachusetts Association for
Retarded Citizens will have an
organizational and informational
meeting in Campion Gym. Refresh-

-

ments.

.45
.45

1.75
7.95
8.25
8.95
1.85
1.85
2.95
3.95

89

.89

-

3. Cur FREE short term Training program
4. The nicest jobs in top companies, including research and law
firms, universities, and hospitals

5. Variety in your assignments
6. Flexible schedules
7. High hourly rates
8. Paychecks ready promptly every Friday
9. Friendly professional attention
10. A chance to discover your city's vast energy and jobpotential

JUm Specializing in Native NewEngland Fresh Fish.

on any seafood plate
£ioo oU
9/22/79 W__l COU|HHLLi

\u25a0_____,
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WITH US NOW FOR

'rawing for a Dinner-For-Two at the restaurant ofyour
choice

\u25a0

All puces subject to seasonal variations

i

-

FAMILY SPECIAL BUCKET OF FISH
Serves 4 Adults 6.95
Serves 6-8 Adults 9.50 Serves 10 Adults -14.50

Coupon expires

our door.

I. Our convenient hours Boston: 9-5 Monday through Friday, 10-2 on Saturday,Cambridge: 12-5 Monday through Friday.

Ail box orders include tartar sauce and or ketchup, salt, pepper, lemon, and necessary utensils.

a

co-presidents or slip a note under

TOP 10
=
REASONS TO REGISTER
TEMPORARY WORK!

\u25a0

brother/big sister along with such
religious events as a purim celebration, Channuka party and a
Passover celebration. We also sponsor cultural/social events such as
coffeehouses and speaker brunches.
Our first meeting is Wednesday,
September 19th at 4:00 p.m. in
McElroy 111. We will be discussing
our first semester plans as well as
many of our new programs. Please
come, we would really like to see ya!
If you have any questions, please
contact Tom Petit or Bonnie Morris

INTRODUCING THIS WEEK'S

Filet oi Sole

Cole Slaw
Potato Salad
Clam Roll
Shrimp Roll

Trinity student, told me about her
family's traumatic experience with
the IRA. Last August, Christine's
sister married a British soldier, Lt.
Cass, and, as the wedding party
stepped out of the Co. Meath
church, Cass was shot down by
three men, reputedly of a splintergroup of the IRA. Cass did live, but
the effects of this incident have not
died for these innocent families.
So, I learned that Ireland is a
society of very tangible divisions:
Farmer-urbanite (1/3 of Irish population live in greater Dublin),
church-state (contraception is only
now becoming legalized, and
marital status sometimes conflicts,
i.e., if a woman gets marriage
annulment by church, and marries
again, she is a bigamist in the eyes
of the state), violent-non-violent (of
course there are countless people
who want a united Irelandbut don't
believe in the means employed by
the IRA), male-female (Ireland is
still very much a man's world.).
But Ireland is also a dreamy,
green land, a place of idyllic beauty,
romantic imagery, of art, of
literature, and glossy, unreal ideas.
It is understandable why some people can pass through the emerald
isle and see only images of the
unreal. I'm lucky enough to have
briefly glanced at both faces of
Ireland.
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120 Tremont St., Boston
357-8300
18 Brattle St.. Cambridge
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Women's Sports

Monday
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At 4:30
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Vols Spoil Sharp Performance By
by Jim Pitt

Going in to Saturday's game
against Tennessee, the BC football
squad was seeking something that
was lost in the shuffle of last
season's o?ll disaster - respectability. Well, while proving
themselves respectable, the Eagles
damn near came up with an upset
victory over the nationally ranked
Volunteers but fell short by a score
of 28-16 in front, of 30,150 at
Alumni Stadium.
Nine to fourteen point underdogs,
the Eagles werefigured as a patsy for
the highly touted Vols of Johnny
Majors. However, a tough defense
coupled with an opportunistic
offense kept BC right in the thick of
things for the entire game. It wasn't
until the game's final minute and a
half that Coach Ed Chlebek's
squad was really out of the running.
The Volunteers drew first blood
on their initial possession of the
game. James Berry's two yard
plunge over right tackle capped a 13
play drive that covered 59 yards. It
was a frustrating drive from the
Eagle's standpoint because it
appeared that they had stopped
Tennessee at their 45 when a James
Streater pass to Phil Ingram fell
incomplete. However, a pass
interferencecall against BC enabled
the Vols to pick up a first down
which kept the scoring drive alive.
,The Eagle's didn't stay down for
long though, as their tenacious
defenseforced a Volunteer turnover
and their offense capitalized on the
opportunity. While on theVol's own
11 yard line, Streater was hit hard
and fumbled. BC's Rich Dyer
recovered theball on thethree and it
only took two plays to score as Shel-

by Gamble leaped over for the tally
that knotted things at six. The point
after attempt failed.
In the second quarter another
Tennessee miscue led to a BC score
when Cyril Keniry picked off a
Streaterpass at the BC 37. Quarter-

back Jay Palazola led the drive
down to the Tennessee five where
John Cooper gave the Eagle's a 9-6 lead via a 23 yard field goal with
three minutes remaining in the half.
Tennessee took advantage of an
errant Palazola pass which enabled

them to tic the game when Clyde
Duncan split the uprights from 40
yards as time ran out in the half.
The Eagles started the second
half off right when they turned
another Tennessee mistake into
points for themselves. BC's Greg

Visions of an upset were
squelched when, with 1:33 remaining, Tennessee put the game out of
reach. The Vol's Hubert Simpson
drove in from the seven to make it
28?16, and that's how it ended.

.

Wter the game'Chlebek stated
that although the Eagles played a
good game the loss didn't satisfy
him. "Although there were some
good things out there, we are not
happy with the loss," stated the now
0-12 coach. "I'm happy in some
respects," he added, "but I thought
we played well enough to win."
Tennessee's Majors praised the

Eagles by saying that they

Shelby Gamble goes over the Tennessee
line to score BC's first TD. The ball pop-

2,000 Watch
by John Holland
Last Mondaynight the BC soccer
team had its most important game
in history against St. Louis. The
Billikens have won 10 NCAA titles,
have four freshmen who have been
drafted by the NASL, and their
coach played on the English World
Cup Cahmpionship team in 1950.
Needless to say, against such
opposition BC performed very
admirable in losing 2-0.

Storr recovered a Volunteer fumble
on the opening kick-off and it took
only two plays for Palazola to hit
Bob Rikard in the end zone with a
pretty 39 yard toss to give the
Eagles the lead 22-16.
The lead was short-lived however,
as the Vols drove 69 yards in five
plays to even it up on Berry's dive
from the one, 22-16.
Two crucial turnovers (one
interception, one fumble) ruined
two BC scoring opportunities in the
third quarter. The Vols gobbled the
mistakes right up and turned them
into a lead when Streater scored on
a 13 yard run with 1:31 remaining in
the stanza to make it 22-16.
A fumbled snap on the fourth
down play on the Tennessee 7 yard
line spoiled another BC scoring
chance in the fourth quarter.
Palazola tried to recover but the
official ruled that his knee had hit
the ground, thus killing the play.

St. Louis

The first six minutes of the game
were played evenly but at 8:58 Steve
Sullivan scored on a beautiful
header directed to him from Mark
Frederickson, and the visitors had a
1-0 lead. At this point St. Louis was
playing well and controlling the
ball, while BC was havingproblems
clearing the ball out of their zone.
Emerson Davis was singlehandedly
holding back the Billikens offense
with an array of hitchkicks, sliding

Martin)

Stephanie

pod loose after Gamble had crossed the
goal line. (Photo by Stephanie Martin)

Slip By BC 2-0

tacklesand other fine plays.
As the half progressed BC played
betterbut their execution was off as
they weren't hitting theirpassesand
penetrating the St. Louis defense.
Twenty-four minutes into the half it
looked like BC might score since
they had several chances on goal but
could not connect. St. Louis
however, quickly moved their
offense into BC's end and it
appeared that the game could get
"Even though we
didn't score, we were able to play
with themfor 15 or 20 minutes at a
time in spurts. Sure maybe we
could've done belter but it was one
hell of an accomplishment."
coach Ben Brewster
out of hand. They had several good

shots on goal and McElroy made a
diving stab on a shot by Sullivan
and miraculouslystopped it.
No sooner had St. Louis looked
unbeatable than BC began to play
by unbelievably. They had several good
crosses but weren't able to get it
past the goalie. One shot from 30
yards hit the top of the cross bar.
For the rest of the half both teams
played evenly.
The second half began with both
teams playing sluggishly. But five
Charlie Brown maneuvers around a St. Louis defender. After the minutes into the half Rich Whalen
St. Louis game, tne Eaglea played Vermont to a tic.
had a nice shot on goal. After that

(Phot

BC didn't have many scoring
chances for a while, because their
passes weren't crisp. At 13:10 St.
Louis capitalized as SulTivan scored
his second gaol on a beautiful lead
pass by Newsham to make it 2-0. It
continued on page 24

Bob Holmes

had

"improved 100% since last year."
The Vol mentor added, "Give them
credit because they carried the fight
to us and knocked us out at the line
of scrimmage."
With the many positive events of
the Tennesse game (fairly even
stats, an improved and poised
Palazola, 100 yard rushing by
Conway, spectacular defenseand an
incredible overall team
improvement) the Eagles now look
to the Wildcats of Villanova with
hope that the long dry spell is nearing an end.

Commentary

A Good Showing

If you were a Tennessee fan you had to be relieved that your team
could escape with a win. If you were a BC fan you saw a different team
than the one that embarrassed itself last year. BC looked good and from
a fan's standpoint for the first time in two years one felt good about
watching football. Sadly though, despite the"A" for effort the bottom
line was the same: another loss. That's thirteen in a row dating back to
BC's last win on November 19, 1977 against UMass.
For the first time in months though, you left the stadium thinking that
next week will be different. Look at what happened. Jay Palazola played
an excellent game for the Eagles. He ran well and except for a few passes
thatreminded one he still is learning, he threw theball well.That 39 yard
bomb to Richard wasone of theprettiest plays BC has run in a long time.
Dan Conway ran for 100-yards and Shelby Gamble showed flashes of
future brilliance. In addition, until they wore down in the 4th quarter, the
defense did a good job.
Injury wise BC was bitten again. Sales, Alston, Lively, and Schmeding
all went out with injuries. Lively could be out for the season and even
though Schmeding is the Harold Stassen of AH-American candidateshe
is little good to anyone on thesideline.No one doubts his ability, but with
his injury collection it is questionable whether he will play a full four
quarters all year.
Next week it is Villanova and maybe, just maybe it could happen. My
champagne is still on ice.
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Villanova Set To Invade
Alumni Stadium
by Charlie Simmons

The Villanova Wildcats roar into
Alumni Stadium this weekend considered as a .500 football team at
best. Characterized as the calm
before the storm, the Cats are
expected to be easy prey for the
Eagles before BC encounters the
superiority of Stanford and Pittsburgh.
Villanova's failing record last
season was due primarily to a lack
of experience and speed. Six of the
Wildcats football games a year ago
went down to the last few minutes of
play before a winner could be determined. The team could only manage
a split of the six games and finished
the campaign with a 5-6 record.
This season Coach Dick Bedesem
believes the Catshave overcomelast
year's inexperience but team speed
still presents a problem, except in
the offensive backfield. Villanova
lost two starters from the Wishbone
due to graduation, the hardest to
replace being All-East fullback
Vince Thompson.
Unable to fill the fullback's void,
the Wildcats must be content to run
outside with halfbacks Dana
Shelton (355 yds. 6.1 ay.) and
slashing Shawn Passman (7 TD's in
55 carries). Bedesem is hopeful that
Northwestern transfer Willie
Sydner (outstanding speed) and
tight end Paul Columbia will also
balance the Wishbone attack.
The offensive line is gaining
experience and depth but not as

quickly as Bedesem might have
hoped. BC's defenseshould be able
to pressure QB Pat O'Brien into a
few mistakes as he looks for open
receivers. Watch for Villanova to
run the ball outside in the persons of
Shelton and Passman. If the Eagles
can stop this running attack,
Villanova's passing game is not
strong enough to win.
Although unimpressive offensively, Villanova is more than capable
of surprising even the most
established teams in the nation.
Playing Maryland two weeks ago,
the underdog Wildcats converted
three second quarter Terrapin mistakes to score 17 points and take a
20-17 lead into the last six minutes
of play. The lead stood up into the
last 54 seconds,- when Maryland's
Charlie Wysocki scored the winning
TD.
Defensively, Villanova lacks
experience in the secondary but is
strong through the line. Jay
Palazola has a shaky Villanova
defensive secondary upon which to
work. If he gets the protection, the
Wildcats could fold early. Against
the rush, Villanova is strong, the
defensive line is big and
experienced. Defensive tackle
Howie Long has been moved from
Middle guard and Dan Burke is a
solid rover who had 173 tackles last
season. It should be quite a matchup
with BC's Conway, Gamble and
Smith motoring against Villanova's
Long and Burke.

FeaturA
d thiete

Tennessee's Reggie Harper is hauled down by Jack Kent and Jeff
Dziama. (PHOTO BY Mary O'Keeffe)

St. Louis
Downs BC Before 2.000
from
continued

page 23

looked like Sullivan might scored Lou Papadellis was playing well.

Coach Brewster wasn't as high on
With eleven minutes left, a brief the way his team played but did
scuffle erupted and Kevin Bovell of have these comments. "Tom
BC was subsequently thrown out. McElroy played well. He saved us
This put BC a man short for the tonight with some ofhis great plays.
remainderof the game. For the rest Also some of our younger players
of the game it was rough and BC performed well. Mike Byrnes, Paul
played well, applying the pressure Zientek, and of course, as always,
and not giving up. When it was all Emerson Davis played a superb
over though, St. Louis had won 2-0. game. I think we could've played
When asked about BC's perfor- better and I was a little disappointed
mance Billken coach HarryKeough our execution wasn't as good as it
stated "I admire them. They played should have been."
favored West Virginia squad, on a good game and marked our men
their home turf, witnessed by a huge well. I think the early goal was a
The total shots on goal in the
partisan crowd. Yet this is
"/ admire them. Theyplayed game were 14for each team. BC led
overshadowed by last seasons' a good game and marked our men in shots 11-6 at halftime so you can
injuries, watching his teammates well. I think the early goal was a see their offense wasn't as
struggle, and seeing a man he truly tough break but they never gave penetrative in the second half. At
times BC played right with St.
respected, coach Ed Chlebek, fired.
coach Harry Keough
"When the team heard the news "P-"
Louis and held them. This was by no
everything fell into disarray, and tough break but they never gave means a rout, and as Coach
people were quitting. We went up up." He went on to say "For BC Brewster said, "Even though we
to see Mr. Flynn and told him our they played well, and considering didn't score, we were able to play
feelings on the matter. Thankfully the difference in experience between with them for 15 or 20 minutes at a
he agreed, because coach Chlebek these two teams, they did fine. time in spurts. Sure maybe we
was instrumental in my returning There were some fine individualper- could've done better but it was one
this season," relates the Ail- formances such as Emerson Davis." hell of an accomplishment."
American Schmeding.
Now that last season is forgotten,
a new year confronts the Eagles.
"We are more mature, experienced
and positive than previously. There
is also better communication
between coach and player resulting
in better preparation," Schmeding
explains. When asked about the
pressure factor, John continued, "I
felt more pressure last year, but I
know what I can do and hopefully
I'll be able to produce."
It is evident that Schmeding is a
determined athlete. With injuries
behind him, he was named Most
Valuable Player of the spring practice season by the coaching staff
Despite -the pain he continues tc
shoot for the pros. "I like football
because it is giving me an education,
and opens doors for me to new people. I have learned to work with
others and it has given me discipline
and self-respect," he said. "I would
like to play professional, but if I
don't, the Lord will have something
else for me."
This year John Nicholas
Schmeding confronts a long awaited
challenge. He wants to leave BC as
a winner and continue the habit all
through his life. He knows it will
take determination and lots of hard
work. For five years John has
Over 2,000 people saw BC almost upset the Billikens. (Photo by
exhibited these traits, and much
StephanieAnn Martin)
more.

again but McElroy stole the ball
from him as he was moving by him
towards the net.
Although BC wasn't scoring there
were several bright spots. Dave
Nauss was hustling and really
attacking in the St. Louis end, and

BC Needs A Healthy John Schmeding
by Eric

Shulman

In the background of Alumni
Stadium the sun commences its descent. The long and difficult practice
has been over for some time, and
still, one player remains on the field.
He grimaces in pain with each
movement, but realizing there is
more to be done,he relentlessly continues his drills.
This player is 64", 260 pound
John Nicholas Schmeding. The
senior captain is determined to be
one of the best offensive guards in
the country. "I model myself after
John Hannah, of the Patriots,"
asserts a confident Schmeding.
He played his high-school ball in
Rutherford, New Jersey and got little football recognition. Loving the
game as he does, his next move was
to enroll atMilford Academy in
Connecticut. There he met with
success as Notre Dame, Michigan

and Perm Statecame to recruit him.
Although they had great football
programs, Schmeding turned them
down in favor of Boston College. "I
like the area and the people. BC
was rebuilding and had always
possessed a great offensive line
tradition," stated Schmeding.
Last season Schmeding would
like to forget. Injuries to the back
and knee sidelined him after two
games. With all the pro-scouts
doubting his ability, he decided to
return for a fifth season at the
Heights. "Yes, I came back with a
pro-prospect in mind. There is a lot
of money and security in football,
and now healthy I have no intention
of finishing as a loser here at BC,"
explains Schmeding.
There have been some great
moments for Schmeding. The one
he clearly remembers is during his
junior year, defeating a heavily

John Schmeding
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SPORTS THREE

WOMEN?S SPORTS
ountry chedule
CrosCS

NewcomersBolster Cross County Hopes
by Ray Miller

The Boston College women's
cross country team (only in its
second year of existence) will have a
new look when its season begins this
Saturday. The Eagles hope to carry
on the momentum they had last
year, when they finished strong to
end the season with a 3-6 record.
Cqach Jack McDonald believes that
the foundation from last season's
squad coupled with a good
recruiting year gives the team both
talent and depth. "The development
last year helped our recruiting
tremendously. We attracted some of
the best long distance runners in the
greater Boston area."
With a wealth of new runners,
McDonald feels that the team has a
balance it did not have last season.
"The status of our top ten runners
will change. We feel that any of our
runners can finish in the top ten of
any race."
The Eagles £tre a young team. The
top returnees are juniors Cindy
Flick, Tammy Gmerek, and Leslie

athletes coming in give us a

Chiocco. The top incoming

freshmen are Gabby Lessard,
Cheryl Panzarella, Chris Kennedy,
and Nancy Norton. Another important addition to the team this season
is new assistant coach Fred Trestler
who is recognized as one of the best
track coaches in the Boston area.
The Eagles also face a difficult
schedule beginning with the meet
with Brandeis, Bates, BU, and
Emmanuel. On September 29th,
they face Springfield College (considered by many to have the best
program in this area). The high
point of the season could be the
Greater Boston's on October 16th.
Last season, the Eagles surprised
everyone by finishing fifth in this
prestigious event (in only their first
year of competition).
With somehard work and dedication, the Eagles may pull out
another surprise this season. Coach
McDonald further commented,
"The talent is better than last
year's. Out improvement has been
incredible. The talented high school

Saturday, September22

team

that is both talented and deep."
With four new prospects and a
new assistant coach, it is easy to see
why Coach McDonald is optimistic
about the women's cross country
team this season. The experienceof
another fine campaign should be
further step in McDonald's plrfns to
have a track champion at Boston
College.

"Brandeis, BU, BATES, & Emmanuel|

Saturday, September 29

"Springfield College

Saturday, October 13

"Codfish Bowl

Tuesday, October 16

"GreaterBoston's

Saturday, October 20

"

John Kane

ranked power televised across the country?"Answer:The women's varsity
field hockey team, whose game with Springfield College Saturday was
seen on a nation-wide cable hook-up offering sports programming 24
hours a day.

SEPT. 18
SEPT. 20
SEPT. 22
SEPT. 25
SEPT. 27
SEPT. 29
OCT. 2
Oct. 4
Oct. 6
OCT. 12
OCT. 16
OCT. 18
OCT. 20
OCT. 23
OCT. 25
OCT. 26
OCT. 27
OCT. 28
NOV. 2
NOV. 3/

AT PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEWATER
KEENE STATE
SOUTH. MASS. UNIV.
TUFTS
WHEATON COLLEGE
Boston University
Wellesley

/

I

Volleyball Set To Defend Mass State Title

Question: "Which BC squad had its season opener against a nationally

/?:

j

at Holy Cross with Brown, Stonehlll
Saturday, October 27
at Franklin Park 5000 meter course
I

by

Elise Farmichella

You're
the defending
Massachusetts Women's Volleyball
Champion and everyone is out to
get you. The UMass team, whom
BC defeated in last year's final to
gain the statecrown, has had double
session practices everyday since two
weeks before classes began. Other
university teams also are hefting up
their workouts in a futile attempt to
dethrone BC as the state champ.
But is it a futile attempt?

"It's going to be a very interesting
season," BC Coach Wayne Lem
said. "A lot of positions are opened
because I lost a lot of key people,
especially my best hitter."
But all is not gloomy for the
Eagles; the new crop of freshmen
is giving Lem reason to be
optimistic. "We had a small turnout
for the team tryouts," Lem said,
"but the freshmen and the new people going out for the team are very

National Television Signals BC Field Hockey Opener
by

New England's at Burlington, Vt.

>i
4:00
12:00 Noon
7:00
4:00
11:00 A.M.
6:00
3:30
11:00 A.M.
6:30
7:00
2:30
11:00 A.M.
3:00
3:00

PLYMOUTH STATE
BENTLEY COLLEGE
HARVARD
HOLY CROSS
Bowdoin College
Univ. of Rhode Island
Northeastern
N.E.C.F.H.A. Tournament
N.E.C.F.H.A. Tournament
N.E.C.F.H.A. Tournament
EAIAW
"ALL HOME GAMES
TOURNAMENT
IN CAPITALS"

The game marked the beginning of what should be an interesting
season, with a new coach and a revamped offense complemented by a
veteran defensive corps. Although rookie coach Donna Marshall shied
away from making any predictions for the upcoming season, she was firm

in her conviction that "we're going for a winning season."
Coach Marshall is quite pleased by the overall attitude of the players
but feels that the team will be sharper a few games into the season. Final
cuts were made only last week, and Marshall has been emphasizing the
basics in practices. She plans to use an alignment of four attackers, two
mid-fielders and three defenders in front of goaltender Peggy Cameron.
Leading the attack will be returning All-New England player Mary Beth
Hollingworth.

Although definitestarting positions for the most part up for grabs, it is
reasonable to assume that someone will be out there. There is a ready
pool of players waiting to fill the spots, including returning girls Karen
Sudbey, Patti Gallacher, Debbie Ruel, Michele Neuman, and Lynne
Varsell. Also competing for the starting nod will be Karen Nell, Karen
Krout, Mary Desgrosiers, Bey Hayden, Colleen Ready, Terry Kenney,/,
Gene Sicard, Yolands Nunley, and Julie Devlin.
Coach Marshall hopes to improve last year's 8-8-4 record, but she and
her squad face a tough schedule, in addition to last Saturday'sgame with
number twenty ranked Providence College.The Eagles will be travelling
to such field hockey powers as Wellesley and Bowdoin, while the upcoming season will find traditional rivals BU and Holy Cross visiting the
Heights. The season will wrap up with the New EnglandCollegiate Field
Hockey Association tournament in October.

good and their skills are a little
better than last year's group."
The team's volunteer assistant
coaches, former team members and
former captains Patti Brady and
Geri Deely agree with Lemon the
good possiblities of the newcomers
but are more adamant about the
increased quality of this year's newcomers in comparison to previous
years.
"The turnout is the best we've
ever had," Brady said. "We really
have a lot of talent on the team."
"We're spending less time showing the basic skills," said Deely of
the freshmen's performance during
practice, "so it's apparent that the
high school programs are getting
better."
Yet, if BC is to keep its state
champion status it's going to take
hard work. The Eagles face a tough
schedule beginning Saturday in a
tri-match with the University of
Rhode Island and Providence
College. And later in the season, the
Eagles will face the vengeance
match with UMass. "We don'thave
as many matches this season but
they are more competitive," Lem
said, "with URI and UMass being
the stiffest competition."
To prepare for this competitive
schedule the team has three-hour
workouts four days a week which
emphasize conditioning and basic
skills. According to Brady, the team
still has its strong defensewhich was
a big factor in last season's success.

Coach Marshall is enthused with the prospects of the upcoming
season, but feels that the squad needs experience playing together. The
first few games will be instrumental in telling the tale of the rest of the
season.

But what about the success of this
season? "The team has a strong
desire to improve," Lem said,
"Although we have some inexperienced players, we gained a lot of
good players and with a little hard
work and a lot ot dedication we
might get somewhere."

Soccer Interest Grows As BC Looks To Up Last Year?s 5-2 Record
by Amy Campbell
In fhe last five or so years
America's interest in the game of
soccer has blossomed considerably.
This new infatuation is reflected
here at Boston College by the 65
womensoccer enthusiasts who tried
out for this year's soccer club.
According to Co-captain Tami
Thompson, each year the numbers
as well as the talent of those who
try-out increase. "The freshmen
coming in now have six to eight
years experience and some have
played on championshiphigh school
teams."
Because of the depth of the 40
girls who comprise the team
Thompson describes the team as
"really strong it looks good." She
expects the women will improve on
their last year's record of 5-2 (four
of which were shut-outs.)
The team is coached by Michael
Lavigne and Peter Counsell, who
have volunteered their services for
the past three years, and will open

its season this Saturday, September
22 at Plymouth State College in
New Hampshire. They will be
involved in a tournament there with
Plymouth, UNH, and UMass, all of
which are varsity teams the last of
which was number one in the state

last year.
The season's schedule will be
finalized early sometime this week.
"We are aiming for a twelve game
schedule, with schools such as URI,
Harvard, Tufts, Currie, UConn,
UNH, Springfield, Stonehill, BU,"

anticipated Thompson. She stressed
that over 3/4 of theiropposition are
varsity teams.
In the past, the BC women's
soccer club has faired well against
these varsity teams and they have
worked just as hard. The women

practice two and one half hours a
day including weekdays - "field time
allowing" added Thompson. "We
are really a strong team we represent BC well I think we should be
given varsity status."

-

-

Tennis Opens Tuesday

-

ing veterans from last year's
by Michael Ellis
The Boston College women's club. Sixty women tried out for
tennis team opens up its seventh the team, and the fourteen team
season under Coach Ann Marie members have been practicing
Lynch with a home match since Sept 10. Coach Lynch
against Brandeis Tuesday, noted that there are only two
September 18. The team travels juniors on the squad, with the
to Wellesley on Thursday and remainder of the team consisting
competes in a mixed doubles of sophomores and freshmen.
This quantity of youth is very
at Harvard on Sunday to open up a busy fall pleasing to Lynch who will have
several years to mold her young
schedule.
There are fourteen women on
continuedon page 26
the team, seven of them return-

tournament

Tennis captains Kathy Lynch and Betty Quigley with Head Coach
Ann Marie Lynch. (Photo by Stephanie Ann Martin)
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6
6

7
13

3
3

BC
20
206
134
46
12-26
5-200
2-1
4-60

First Downs
Rushing Yards
Passing yards
Return yards
Passes
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards

0
6

-16
-28

Tennessee

212
139
107
11-20
4-158
4-3
6-59

RUSHING

Jimmy Streater (UT)
Jay Palazola (BC)

Yds.

Avg.

LG

100
61

4.0
4.4
3.8
7.4
6.3
4.1
4.0

13
15
12
15
15
9
10

53.

52
38
37
36

PASSING
Comp.
Att.
20
II
12
26

TD Int.
1
0
3
1

Yds.
139
134

RECEIVING
Anthony Hancock (UT)
Dan Conway (BC)
Rob Rikard (BC)
Reggie Harper(UT)
Tim Sherwin(BC)
Kyle Aguillard(UT)

No.

Yds.

TD

6

89
38
58
27
15
14

0
0

4

3
3
2
1

1

0
0

0

The one-two punch of Joe Morris and Art Monk paced the
Orangemen of Syracuse to a 24-14 victory over West Virginia.
Morris ran for 166 yards on 20 carries and Monk hauled in a
38-yard TD pass from substitute quarterback Dave Warner.
Warner took the place of BC nemisis Bill Hurley who injured
his left ankle on the Orangemen's first offensive play of the
second half. Syracuse now stands at 1-1 while West Virginia
dropped their second straight.

Pitt Strangles Kansas, 24-0

team into a group of seasoned
veterans.

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS

Att.
25
14
14
7
6
9
9

Syracuse Dumps West Virginia, 24-14

continuedfrom page 25

\u25a0

Player (School)
Dan Conway (BC)
Jay Palazola (BC)
James Berry (UT)
Hubert Simpson (UT)
Gary MOORE(UT)
Terry Daniels (UT)
Shelby Gamble(BC)

Scoreboard Notes

Youth To
Lead
Women?s
Tennis

TENNESSEE 28-16
AT ALUMNI STADIUM
Boston College(O-l)
Tennessee (1-0)

SPORTS FOUR

-

The Pittsburgh defense held Kansas to minus 17 yards rushing
while fullback Randy McMillen ran for 140 yards and split end
Ralph Still grabbed three touchdown passes to lead the Panthers
to an easy 24-0 win.

The two juniors on the team,
Kathy Lynch and Betty Quigley,
are expected to be the leaders
this season. They played first
and second seed last spring and
are the most experienced
members of the young club.

Miami Wins Opener, 24-12

Lynch noted that the
September 25 match at
Hanover, N.H., against Dartmouth and the October 11
match at Tufts University willI
prove to be two of the toughtest
of the year. The team has thirteen dual matches scheduled this
year, in addition to three tournaments in October. The Greater
Boston Tourney is slated for
October 6 and 7 at MIT, with
the State and New England
Tournaments slated for the
following two weekends.
Lynch is unrestrained in her
enthusiasm for this season.
"We're going to have a great
year," she said exuberantly last
week. With the young make-up
of her team, she could be set for
several more great years ahead.

'

Mike Rodrigue drove Miami (Fla.) to three late touchdowns to
propell the Hurricanes to a 24-12 win over Louisville. The
sophomore quarterback was 19-32 for 313 yards.

Stanford Wins Big, 45-29
The Standford Cardinals struck for three touchdowns late in
the second half to give theWestemerstheir first win of the season
45-29 over San Jose State.

Villanova Whips UMass 35-7
Villanova prepared for this weeks match-up with BC by outclassing a weak UMass team 35-7. The Wildcats ran for 315
yards and totaled 484 yards for the afternoon. One ofthe big stars
for Villanova was Northwestern transfer Willie Sydnor. Against
UMass he ran and returned three punts for 103 yards and one TD.

Holy Cross Loses Again, 26-17
Holy Cross suffered their second straight loss when a tipped
pass gave the University of New Hampshire a 26-17 win. The
tipped pass was off the hands of HC safety Glenn Verrette and
into the awaiting arms of Dave Loehle who took it in for the TD.

Women's varsity lacrosse players: There will be a meeting concerning
Florida camps on Wed. September 19,at 5:30 PM in the McGuinn

Lounge. AH members are urged to attend

Season Tickets
Available For
Remaining Four
Home Games For
Only $10
UMass West Virginia

'
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Don't Forget The Giant Tailgate
Before Each Game
The Heights acknowledges the Blue Chips of Boston College Athletics for its
support of Heights Sports.
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The Boston College summer softball league had Its closest race ever this
past year. Housekeeping first and third shift tied forfirst with 16-2 records.
Pulse, led by Dick "Zimmer taught me everything" Keeley finished third at
15-3 and Geology placed In a 14-4. In the playoffs, housekeeping first shift
wound up the victors. Pictured aboveis Peter Debiasi of Pulse. Dick Range
deserves special credit for the time he put In to make the league a success.
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Course
Descriptions
Introduction

to Big-City

Government

_.

,

,

This semester only.
Professor: Kevin H.White
Free. Course will explore your ability to make phone
calls, provide instruction in home delivery of pamphlets
and brochures, bring out your latent talent as a signholder at intersections and polish your skill in
handing out leaflets.

The successful student will have forefeet, a new
awareness of what's going on in your city and
a keen sense of what's called the nitty-gritty
of urban politicking.
Credit. Meet new people, become part of an
exciting organization and help Boston continue to
be the most livable city in the country.

Get involved. To volunteer, call 536-8608
or drop in at Kevin White Headquarters,
91 Mass. Aye.

Boston needs a strong, effective Mayor.
Boston already has one: Kevin White.
THE KEVIN WHITE COMMITTEE. 89 STATE STREET. BOSTON 02109
STEPHEN CROSBY. 76 WASHINGTON STREET. CHARI.ESTOWN. MA 02129
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The Heights is Hiring
We have an immediate opening

for an ad salesperson.
You must have a car and be able
to start immediately.

For more information contact
Carl Anderson in the Heights office.

I
I

I

I
I

SENIORS

Ii

The Delma Studio photographer is

I
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now at the SU B TU RRI office.
Have your portrait taken
before it is too late.

I

I
I

I
I

Appointments may also be made at:

I
I

I

Sub Turn office, McElroy 101 X3494 or 3493

I

Portraits starting Sept. 17, 9am-spm

